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Executive Summary 
The Enhanced Collaboration for Agricultural Drainage and Ditch Management project was commissioned in 
2016 by the BC Agriculture & Food Climate Action Initiative (AgCAI) and local partners (together, “Project 
Committee”) in the Fraser Valley.  This project was developed based on strategies identified in the Fraser Valley 
Adaptation Strategies, which focuses on climate change adaptation priorities for the agriculture sector in the 
Fraser Valley.   

The objectives of the Enhanced Collaboration for Agricultural Drainage and Ditch Management project were to: 

• Conduct a high level assessment of the overall state of agriculture ditches and drainage across the Fraser 
Valley Regional District (FVRD), including identifying best management practices for drainage management; 

• Facilitate dialogue amongst key stakeholders (key partners and agencies); 

• Develop options to improve coordination and consistency of approach (amongst local drainage authorities 
and agencies) to assist producers with effective drainage management; and 

• Create a ‘roadmap’ for producers on drainage and ditch management.  The roadmap is a simplified and 
updated information source for producers to understand existing resources, and roles of various agencies.   

This report summarizes the project methodology, key findings, and action items identified to strengthen drainage 
management planning and capacity in a changing climate. 

Methodology & Project Elements 
The methodology used in completing the project is reflected in the workflow schematic illustrated below. 

 
The assessment phase was intended to develop an understanding of the overall state of agricultural drainage in 
the Fraser Valley, determine the potential effects of climate change on the system, and document existing 
best practices.   

Through the assessment, the case study areas were identified, refined and selected.  The case studies focused 
on key emerging issues in the region and involved more in depth investigation of the issues.  Based on findings 
from the case studies, the project team developed a ‘roadmap’ to clarify steps in the existing regulatory process 
for drainage and ditch management.   

The roadmap is a simplified visual guide that describes the current roles of regulatory agencies and the most 
relevant regulatory requirements pertaining to drainage works in and about agricultural ditches.  The roadmap 
and the case studies were used as resources for two workshops held with representative of local and provincial 
governments, and the region’s agricultural producers.   

The objectives of the workshops were to gain a better understanding of the current drainage issues and 
practices, share available resources and up-to-date information/knowledge and to identify potential actions for 
enhancing communication around drainage management in the region.   

Undertake 
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Assessment  
The drainage assessment provides an overview of the state of agricultural drainage in the FVRD, and identifies 
potential effects of climate change on the drainage system.  The assessment includes the following elements:  

• High level assessment of the agriculture ditches and drainage in the region to identify priority issues 
(management and infrastructure), and areas of common concern and vulnerability;   

• Identification of potential effects of climate change on the physical drainage network and the resulting 
effects on the existing management structure; 

• Identification of existing drainage management practices and processes including documenting the roles of 
local governments and various agencies; and  

• Identification of drainage best management practices. 

A summary of the potential impacts of climate change on agricultural drainage, along with key issues, areas of 
concern and vulnerabilities associated with drainage management, are provided below. 

Potential Impacts of Climate Change on Agricultural Drainage  
Potential impacts of climate change on drainage infrastructure and management in the FVRD are summarized 
in the table below. 

Potential Impacts of Climate Change on Drainage Infrastructure  (BC Agriculture & Food Climate Action Initiative, 2013) 
(Lower Mainland Flood Management Strategy: Phase 1 Summary Report, 2016) 

Increasing Precipitation & Extreme 
Precipitation Events (Wetter 

Winters) 
Changing Fraser Freshet Flood Risk Changing Seasonal Conditions   

Drainage System Capacity 

The capacity of drainage infrastructure 
(i.e. ditches, flood boxes, pump 
stations) will need to be increased to 
meet demand and limit flooding.   
Increased erosion and sediment 
transportation is anticipated to occur 
due to more intense storm events. 
Reliance on pump stations may be 
increased, increasing energy 
consumption, and the consequence of 
a pump station failure. 

Pump stations may not be designed 
for the higher freshet water level, 
potentially reducing pump station 
capacity.   
Flood boxes may not be able to be 
used as often due to higher 
downstream water levels. 
Seasonal groundwater levels may be 
higher, reducing capacity in the ditches 
and negatively impacting the plant root 
zone. 
Dikes will need to be raised, reducing 
agriculturally productive land, and 
potentially impacting drainage 
features. 

Challenges with drainage early and 
late in the production season can 
result in compaction of the soils due to 
machinery on wet soil (resulting in an 
increase in the runoff rate). 
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Increasing Precipitation & Extreme 
Precipitation Events (Wetter 

Winters) 
Changing Fraser Freshet Flood Risk Changing Seasonal Conditions   

Municipal Drainage Operations 

Changes in the characteristics of the 
shoulder seasons may limit the ability 
to work in the agricultural ditches due 
to unsuitable conditions (i.e., high 
water levels). 
Sediment management will become a 
greater issue as more sediment is 
mobilized. 

Changes to flood box and pump 
station operation will be required due 
to the higher water levels.   

Changing crop timing may limit access 
to ditches for maintenance. 
Selected crops may be less tolerant of 
poor drainage, therefore requiring 
drainage to be more actively managed.   
Changing timing of drainage and 
irrigation needs may require 
modification of operations to meet 
demand 

Municipal Drainage Resources (Funding/Staff) 

Additional operating and capital funding will be required to upgrade and maintain the drainage infrastructure.   
Additional staff may be required during the ditch maintenance period. 

Drainage Assessment Takeaways 
Issues identified through the drainage assessment have been grouped into three main categories:  

1) Drainage Infrastructure Capacity;  
2) Drainage Infrastructure Operation and Maintenance;  
3) Communication and Coordination; and 
4) Design Criteria.   

A summary of key issues identified within each of these categories, aggregated from the assessment, case 
studies and workshops – is provided in the table below.   

Key Issues, Areas of Concern and Vulnerabilities in the FVRD  
Drainage 
Infrastructure 
Capacity  

Existing undersized infrastructure, including ditches, flood boxes, and pump stations, result 
in regular flooding.  Municipal design criteria and/or ARDSA criteria are not met in some 
areas under existing land use and climate change scenarios. 
Required infrastructure upgrades are costly.  Limited funding is available to carry out 
upgrades, requiring local governments to prioritize drainage projects against other critical 
projects (e.g., water system upgrades, sanitary sewage upgrades, and roads).   
Drainage capacity can be supported (or reduced) at the individual farm-level.  Optimal 
farm-level drainage management practices and infrastructure are an important element of 
a functioning drainage system. 
In many areas, the drainage system capacity has not been assessed for future climate 
scenarios.  Therefore, regulatory and funding requirements to address climate change 
impacts are not well understood.   
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Drainage Ditch 
Operation & 
Maintenance  

Managing ditches to meet multiple use objectives is challenging for municipalities (i.e., 
farm irrigation and drainage, environmental regulations, flood protection).  Climate change 
will introduce new variables.   
The existing regulatory framework/requirements for drainage works is complex; steps and 
processes can be daunting for producers and smaller local governments in dealing with 
drainage issues.   
There is inadequate support (i.e., guidelines, resources, and dedicated staff) to help 
producers and smaller municipalities navigate regulatory requirements.   
There appears to be a lack of Qualified Environmental Professionals (QEP) that are familiar 
with the local context and the emerging drainage management issues in the region. 
The requirements for protection of critical habitat associated with species at risk and 
biodiversity, within the vicinity of drainage infrastructure, may have competing needs or 
needs that are not well defined.  For example, Oregon Spotted Frog’s habitat requirements 
may compete with the habitat requirements for Salish Sucker and other fish species, which 
prevents actions to achieve drainage objectives. 

Communication 
& Coordination  

There is a need for enhanced communication and coordination between all stakeholders in 
the FVRD. 
Requirements and best management practices for emerging environmental issues are not 
well understood and/or are not well communicated from regulatory agencies to 
municipalities and from municipalities to producers.   
With the exception of face-to-face and word-of-mouth communication, there is uncertainty 
about the effectiveness of other communications methods (e.g., websites, email) used 
between regulators, local governments and producers.    
Lack of on-the-ground staff connecting with the producers was seen as a major hurdle to 
disseminating knowledge and implementing drainage management.   
There is a need to improve existing management processes and practices.  It is evident 
that changes in regulations and regulatory agencies have created hurdles for successful 
drainage management in the past.  Climate change will likely alter several aspects of 
drainage management, making coordinated efforts even more important. 

Level of 
Drainage 
Service – 
Design Criteria  

Some producers and other stakeholders question the suitability of ARDSA criteria, while 
others push to have the criteria met at all times.   
There is uncertainty about whether ARDSA criteria are adequate for all cropping practices 
or crop types.   
Some producers expressed concern that the criteria used for drainage upgrades focuses 
on protection of infrastructure from flooding over crop needs.  It is increasingly the case 
that crops planted in the FVRD are perennial crops, which are less tolerant to flooding.   

Obtaining Environmental Approvals 

From the perspective of local governments, obtaining environmental approvals, in a timely manner, is a higher 
priority for operation and maintenance works than for construction.  A major challenge with obtaining 
environmental approvals identified by both producers and local governments is agency response time. 

Local governments recognized resource constraints (limited resources and staff) at senior levels of government 
(i.e., Province, Federal) as one of the primary factors influencing response times to clarify objectives and 
obtain approval.   
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Case Studies & Workshop Findings 
Two detailed Case Studies are provided in the full report.  These were developed to help demonstrate key 
issues, programs and processes, and best management practices in the region.  The case studies – along with 
a workshop which brought local government representatives together to discuss drainage management issues 
and share information – helped to inform the assessment findings, as well as a series of best practices for 
effective approaches to dealing with drainage management. 

Lessons Learned for Local Governments 
Communication- Drainage Infrastructure Construction, Operation and Maintenance  

• Implement outreach, education and engagement “campaigns” to better support and inform producers, 
private landowners and residents with the following themes: 

o “Do’s and Don’ts” of activities on private properties that impact the drainage network. 

o Required permitting/authorization processes for drainage activities on private properties and 
agricultural lands. 

• Share information on capital works and other drainage improvement plans and activities.  Communicate the 
reasons for – and the expected outcomes – of drainage improvement works being undertaken. 

Communication-Species at Risk:  

• Communicate early and regularly with producers on drainage management, species at risk, and the impact 
on drainage servicing. 

• Communicate early with approval agencies on species at risk, and current best management practices, 
particularly with emerging concerns. 

• Utilize the lessons learned by the District of Kent as a starting point for communication with approval 
agencies. 

• Develop a list of pre-qualified environmental professionals. 

Infrastructure Planning 

• For key drainage infrastructure on private property, secure formal right-of-ways or covenants that will run in 
perpetuity with the properties.  This will reduce barriers to required operation, maintenance, and 
construction works.    

• Strive to have updated inventories on drainage infrastructure.  Create a mechanism to collect data and 
update inventories on an on-going basis.   

• Conduct baseline drainage system review and monitoring to enhance understanding of current status.   

• Undertake a gradual and systematic approach to project implementation for maintenance and 
significant upgrades.   
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Environmental Permitting  

• Local governments stated that the following actions improved communication and coordination with 
provincial and federal agencies:  

o Hiring a QEP with local experience, knowledge of regulatory regime, and ability to implement 
drainage projects; 

o Establishing 5-year MFLNRO and DFO approvals; and 

o Building trust through having long standing relationships and dedicated staff. 

• Local governments agreed that having dedicated staff at the local government whose role involves 
communication with agencies and building trust has been very effective at enhancing collaboration 
with agencies.   

Producers and the Approval Process  
A second workshop was held with producers, as well as local and provincial government representatives.  This 
workshop involved activities and small group discussions focused on environmental permitting challenges faced 
by producers in the region.  Central to the discussion was a draft roadmap outlining current requirements to 
contact, notify, and obtain reviews and approvals from agencies (provincial and federal) prior to addressing 
drainage issues in and around agricultural waterways.   

The goals of the roadmap-based activities were to increase the awareness of participants about the current 
state of environmental permitting in the Fraser Valley, and to build a shared understanding of the issues 
amongst the workshop participants.  Producers participating in interviews and workshops indicated that the 
regulatory processes need to be streamlined and clarified.  Producers would prefer clear guidance on how to 
proceed with drainage works so that they can complete drainage work themselves, instead of hiring QEPs to 
guide them through the process.  Solutions to issues and challenges identified during the workshop included 
the following: 

• Identify and clarify the environmental rules/responsibilities, from the farm level to the regional 
management level. 

• Provide a coordinator to assist with routine management practices through to emerging issues – possibly 
leverage the Environmental Farm Plan and Beneficial Management Practices Programs (already 
established programs). 

• Create a list of pre-qualified Qualified Environmental Professionals with strong local knowledge. 

• Develop the roadmap into a streamlined tool to take producers through the process step by step (possibly 
web-based or an app). 
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Action Items 
One of the objectives of this project was to develop options to improve coordination and consistency of 
approach amongst municipalities and agencies, and to assist producers with effective drainage management.  
During the workshops, the options below were identified by the workshop participants.   

Action Item 1  
To improve coordination and consistency of approach amongst municipalities. 

Facilitate a semi-annual or annual forum for municipalities and improvement districts to discuss drainage 
management issues, and lessons learned. 

Action Item 2 
To assist producers with effective drainage management 

• Action Item 2-1 Establish a drainage management field agent as a resource for producers. 

o Field agent would assist with best management practices, approval processes and 
drainage works. 

• Action Item 2-2 Update the Environmental Farm Plan (EFP) Drainage Management Guide (27). 

o Revise the Guide by incorporating the roadmap process (i.e. the steps involved in seeking 
reviews and approvals). 

o Update key contacts and agencies. 

o Have approval agencies (e.g., MFLNRO, DFO) endorse the updated EFP Drainage 
Management Guide. 

• Action Item 2-3 Streamline and clarify existing approval processes. 

o Work with the approval agencies (e.g., MFLNRO and DFO) to clarify the process and 
streamline the approval process for ditch maintenance. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Project Rationale & Objectives  
In February 2016, the BC Agriculture & Food Climate Action Initiative (AgCAI) and its local partners (see 
“Project Committee” listed in Acknowledgements) retained Kerr Wood Leidal (KWL) to deliver the 
Enhanced Collaboration for Agricultural Drainage and Ditch Management project within the Fraser 
Valley Regional District (FVRD).    

This project is based on priorities identified in the Fraser Valley Adaptation Strategies – a plan for 
assisting the agriculture sector in the in the Fraser Valley to adapt to climate change.  Climate change is 
anticipated to result in an overall increase in annual precipitation with much of this falling as rain (and 
less as snow) during the winter, spring and autumn.  Rain will also be concentrated in more frequent 
and intense precipitation events, resulting in greater challenges with managing runoff on the 
predominantly low-lying agricultural land base in the Fraser Valley.   

Farm drainage typically relies on the downstream capacity of larger drainage system (e.g., constructed 
ditches and other watercourses), that are commonly maintained by local governments.  With increasing 
runoff, there is a need to ensure that ditches and drainage systems are operating as intended.  
Maintaining these systems may require approvals and/or authorizations from other government 
agencies, which can create a complex approval hierarchy.  Each local government in the Fraser Valley 
has its own approach to drainage management, which can be encumbered due to resource constraints 
and the need to cooperate with other stakeholders.  As challenges with runoff management grow, 
effective coordination and collaboration between agencies and local governments will be 
increasingly important. 

For producers seeking to address ditch or drainage management issues on their own, the steps and 
approval processes involved can be daunting.  This project aims to improve the coordination and 
consistency of the approach to agricultural drainage management, in order to assist producers with 
effective management of these systems. 

The objectives of this study are to: 

• Conduct a high level assessment of the overall state of agriculture ditches and drainage across the 
FVRD, including identifying best management practices for drainage management; 

• Facilitate dialogue amongst key stakeholders (key partners and agencies); 

• Develop options to improve coordination and consistency of approach amongst municipalities and 
approval agencies to assist producers with effective drainage management; and 

• Create a ‘roadmap’ for producers on drainage and ditch management.  The roadmap will provide a 
simplified and updated source of information to inform producers of existing resources and the roles 
of various agencies involved in drainage management. 
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1.2 Project Elements & Methodology  
The project included five major elements, reflected in the workflow schematic shown in the figure below.  
More detailed descriptions of each project element follow, along with the methodology for each phase of 
project activity. 

 
Assessment & Case Studies 

The assessment phase of the project was intended to improve understanding of the overall state of 
agricultural drainage in the Fraser Valley, to determine the potential effects of climate change on the 
drainage system and to document existing best management practices.  
To assess the current state of agricultural drainage infrastructure and management in the FVRD, the 
assessment focused on the municipalities of Abbotsford, Chilliwack, and the District of Kent.  Staff and 
producers from these municipalities were interviewed to identify priority issues and areas of common 
concern in the region.  Interviews with municipal staff, and a limited number of producers, were 
supplemented by a review of relevant documents including bylaws, policies, and technical reports.  
Technical experts and MFLNRO staff were also consulted as part of this assessment.   

The case studies provided an opportunity to enrich the assessment results by enabling a more in depth 
review of two recent drainage projects undertaken in two different areas of the Fraser Valley (City of 
Chilliwack and District of Kent).  These case studies helped to inform the understanding of key issues, 
programs and processes, as well as best practices guidance. The case studies were developed utilizing 
the following steps:  

• Background research (review of existing documents);  

• Interviews with two affected producers (via teleconference) in each study catchment; and 

• Consultation with relevant local government officials, provincial and federal government agencies 
and technical specialists. 

Roadmap discussion document 
The roadmap was developed to capture the current environmental approval process required for 
agricultural drainage and ditch management by MFLNRO and DFO.  The roadmap is intended to 
provide a resource for producers and municipalities to clarify the steps involved and to promote 
communication and process efficiency.  This roadmap HAS NOT been endorsed by government 
agencies.  The roadmap was developed through: 

• Interviews with staff at Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and the Ministry of Forests, Lands and 
Natural Resource Operations (FLNRO) about the latest processes; 

• Review of relevant government legislation (e.g. the Water Sustainability Act and the Fisheries Act); 

• Review of resources available through government websites; and 

• Verification of the process (the roadmap) through discussions with practitioners (i.e. Qualified 
Environmental Professionals, engineers, and local government staff) who have recently worked on 
relevant projects in the region. 

Undertake 
Assessment

(background review 
& interviews) 

Develop 
Case 

Studies 
Draft 

Roadmap
Conduct 

Workshops 
Evaluate 

and 
Report 
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Workshops 

Two workshops were held over the course of the project to engage with local and provincial government 
representatives and producers about drainage and ditch management.   

The first workshop was for local government representatives to discuss their experiences and 
challenges with drainage management (held on October 11, 2016).  The second workshop brought 
producers and local and provincial government representatives together for a focused discussion 
regarding the permitting challenges faced by producers in the region (held on November 4, 2016).  

The facilitated workshops identified drainage management issues, best management practices, areas 
for improvement, and informed the development of the roadmap. 

Evaluation and report 

This final report is intended to summarize findings associated with all of the previously outlined project 
elements, and to guide possible next steps. 
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2. Assessment  
This section provides an overview of the state of agricultural drainage in the FVRD, and identifies 
potential effects of climate change on the drainage system.  The assessment includes the following 
elements:  

• High level assessment of the agriculture ditches and drainage in the region to identify priority issues 
(management and infrastructure), and areas of common concern and vulnerability;   

• Identification of potential effects of climate change on the physical drainage network and the 
resulting effects on the existing management structure; 

• Identification of existing drainage management practices and processes including documenting the 
roles of local governments and various agencies; and  

• Identification of drainage best management practices. 

Information for the assessment was gathered through literature review, interviews with producers, and 
meetings with the project committee and key stakeholders (i.e., Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), MFLNRO, 
City of Abbotsford, City of Chilliwack, and District of Kent). 

2.1 Current State of Agricultural Ditches & Drainage in FVRD 

 
Figure 2-1: Floodplain of the Lower Fraser River (1) 
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Drainage Infrastructure 
The majority of agricultural land in the Fraser Valley is located in the Fraser River floodplain, which 
utilizes an extensive network of dikes, flood boxes and pump stations to protect the area from flooding.  
These flood protection measures prevent the internal drainage system, including agricultural ditches, 
from freely draining to downstream watercourses (i.e., Fraser River, Vedder Canal) during high water 
events.  Instead, the internal drainage system relies on storing excess water within the existing drainage 
network, and the capacity and operation of the drainage infrastructure (i.e., flood boxes and pump 
stations), to protect the interior area of the dikes from flooding. 

Agricultural ditches are a shared resource providing a range of services to different users, including:  

• Farm Irrigation and Drainage: Agricultural ditches often serve a dual purpose of conveying 
drainage and supplying irrigation water to agricultural lands during the growing season.   

• Municipal Drainage Conveyance and Flood Protection: Agricultural ditches are a component of 
the larger municipal/rural drainage systems that protect infrastructure and properties from flooding.  
In Abbotsford and Chilliwack, lowland ditches often receive runoff from upland urban development 
and convey the runoff to receiving waterbodies.   

• Environmental Habitat:  Agricultural ditches often serve as valuable habitat for fish, amphibian and 
other aquatic species, which are regulated by a number of federal and provincial legislation.  In 
some areas of the Fraser Valley, agricultural ditches provide habitat to (high priority) species at risk.   

A summary of drainage studies and drainage works either completed or underway for the City of 
Abbotsford, City of Chilliwack and the District of Kent are listed in the following table.   

Table 2-1: Summary of Local Government Drainage Works  
Kent Abbotsford Chilliwack 

Major Drainage Works  
Engineering studies have been 
completed to identify 
deficiencies in some drainage 
ditches, flood boxes and pump 
stations.  (2) (3) (4) 

In recent years, flood boxes 
have been upgraded to increase 
capacity and improve potential 
for fish passage. 
Maintenance of Mountain 
Slough and Lower McCallum 
Ditch is a major on-going 
project.  McCallum Ditch 
channel re-construction is 
underway (as of September 
2016). 

It is understood that ARDSA 
criteria are not met in some 
areas of the City, in particular, 
areas of the Sumas and Matsqui 
Prairies. 
The City is in the process of 
completing drainage studies for 
all major catchment areas.  
Once all of the studies are 
complete, the City will 
synthesize and prioritize the 
studies’ recommendations and 
undertake the projects.  (5) (6) (7) 

The City is taking on major 
drainage improvements in the 
Greendale catchment.   
The upgrades in the 
Greendale catchment were 
triggered by flooding in 2009, 
and follow the 
recommendations of an 
engineering assessment. 
One pump station upgrade has 
been completed (Collinson 
Pump Station).  Another pump 
station (McGillivray Pump 
Station) upgrade is underway.  
Several culvert upgrades (on 
public and private property) 
are planned for the Greendale 
catchment.  (8)  

Sources: (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 
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Drainage Management Objectives and Challenges 
Abbotsford, Chilliwack, and Kent provide flood protection and drainage services for the majority of the 
population in the Fraser Valley.  The FVRD regional government provides these services for some of 
the Electoral Areas (C, E, F, and H) located outside municipal boundaries.  The remaining areas are 
managed by local improvement districts and First Nations.  (14) (15) 

The table below summarizes common agricultural ditch management objectives in the FVRD: 

Farm Drainage  The current standards for agricultural drainage servicing in the region were 
established under the Agriculture and Rural Development Subsidiary Agreement 
(ARDSA).  These standards, commonly referred to ARDSA criteria, are not met 
everywhere in the region. 
Regional Agricultural Drainage Criteria (ARDSA Criteria)1 
• Remove runoff from a 10-year, 5-day storm, within 5 days in the dormant 

period (Nov 1 to Feb 28) 
• Remove the runoff from a 10-year, 2-day storm, within 2 days in the growing 

period (Mar 1 to Oct 31). 
• Maintain the water level in channels at 1.2 m below field elevation between 

storm events and in periods when drainage is required. 

Irrigation  Some municipalities modify and operate the drainage works to retain water in 
ditches, or divert water from watercourses to provide irrigation water during the 
growing season. 

Municipal 
Drainage 
Conveyance & 
Flood 
Protection  

Each municipality has its own engineering drainage standards.  Ditches and 
culverts are often designed to convey 1:10-year design storm (sometimes 1:25-
year) for minor storms.  If ditches are part of the major flood conveyance route, 
then they are generally designed to convey up to 1:100-year storm.   

Environmental 
Habitat 
Protection  

Criteria are set by municipal, provincial and federal regulations.  At minimum, 
municipalities and improvement districts need to2: 
• Understand and apply appropriate Water Sustainability Act standards; (16) 
• Understand and be in compliance with the Fisheries Act; (17) 
• Review DFO’s self-assessment guidelines and submit a request for project 

review if appropriate; (18) (19) 
• Incorporate the applicable best management practices to comply with 

environmental guidelines; and (20) 
• Complete and submit: 

o Notification or Approval to the Province (via FrontCounter BC); and/or 
o Authorization Application to DFO; and/or  
o Species and Risk Act (SARA) Permit; and/or  
o other approvals as required for each project.  (21) 

Sources: 1 (22) 2 (23) (19) (18) (24) (23) (17) (25) 
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Managing ditches so that multiple use objectives are met is challenging.  In conversation with 
municipalities, the following broad challenges with drainage ditch management have been identified:  

• Municipalities are constrained by existing drainage system capacity.  Sometimes it is not practical 
for local governments to meet all stakeholders’ needs and objectives without major drainage system 
upgrades and/or modifications.   

• Required capital upgrades are costly.  Municipalities cannot afford all of the drainage system 
upgrades that have been identified in engineering assessments.  Local governments rely on funding 
from provincial and/or federal governments to complete upgrades.   

• Some areas do not have dedicated irrigation and drainage levies/taxes/fees.  Lack of dedicated 
funding can limit the scope of services that local governments provide.   

• Meeting environmental regulations increases the cost of maintenance activities.  The additional cost 
of complying with environmental regulations can be a burden for small governments with a limited 
tax base.   

• The timing window to carry out works in or near ditches is limited.  Changes in agricultural practices 
and a longer growing season requiring irrigation are increasing the pressure on operations during 
the timing window.   

Regulatory Framework & Guidance Documents 
There are a number of provincial and federal legislations that may apply to work in or about a stream 
(i.e.; construction and maintenance activities).  Generally the three main legislations include the Water 
Sustainability Act, the Fisheries Act, and the Species at Risk Act  (23).   

Depending on the scope of work, producers and local governments intending to undertake drainage or 
ditch management may need to notify the appropriate agencies and/or obtain reviews, authorization, 
and approvals from these agencies.  Currently, the Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada (DFO) and the Provincial Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations 
(MFLNRO) are the two main agencies that issue environmental authorizations and approvals for 
agricultural ditches.  As such, they are the authorities that approve standards and best management 
practices for construction and/or maintenance of agriculture ditches.    

In addition to MFLNRO and DFO, approvals from other agencies may also be required.  For example if 
the drainage activities may affect species at risk, then a permit under the Species at Risk Act will also 
be required. 

There are a number of written guidelines and resources available to aid municipalities and producers in 
navigating the complex approval process for drainage works.  Some of the available resources include: 

• Drainage Management Guide (The Canada- British Columbia Environmental Farm Plan) (2005).  (27) 

• Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works.  (25) (28) (25) (29)  

• Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Request for Project Review :  http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-
ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html 

• The Province (FrontCounter BC) Apply for Change Approval or Submit Notification of Instream 
Work:  http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-
rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work 

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
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State of Communication and Collaboration 
All stakeholders interviewed for the assessment expressed that there is a need for enhanced 
communication and coordination in drainage management in the FVRD.  This section summarizes some 
of the issues and concerns around the current state of communication and collaboration.  Items 
expressed include the following:  

• Navigation of the regulatory framework is complex and guidelines to assist interpretation of the 
framework are out of date.   

• Delay in processes and slow response times by agencies affect municipal operations schedule.   

• Lack of clear direction or best management practices from agencies affects municipal operations 
project planning and schedule.   

• There is heavy reliance on the internet as the communication medium.  Based on conversations 
with producers, many do not rely on the internet to gather information; therefore the dissemination 
of information may not be extensive. 

• There is a need for proactive communication and education with producers on drainage best 
management practices.  

• There is a need to develop best management practices for emerging issues (i.e., species at risk). 

• There is some evidence that cut backs and changes to resources in government agencies have had 
negative impacts in the region.  Items that were noted, include:   

o Several stakeholders noted that the closing down of regional DFO offices was a major setback 
to effective communication with producers.   

o Many stakeholders believe that the DFO has a high level of involvement in drainage 
management and indicate that there is a delay in communicating regulatory changes in 
the region.   

o Staff at agencies change frequently, resulting in the loss of institutional knowledge and 
established trust with various stakeholders.  It takes time to establish trust and develop a deep 
understanding of complicated issues.  

MOA can be an asset in improving communication in the region.  Its primary role in the region is to act a 
resource for producers, municipalities, and other agencies.  It currently does not regulate agricultural 
practices, but does provide consultation to producers, offer direction and input to advisory groups, act 
as a facilitator and broker in the region, and promote good practices in the market place.  

2.2 Potential Impacts of Climate Change on Agricultural Drainage  

Impact of Climate Change  
The Fraser Valley Regional Adaptation Strategies (Adaptation Strategies) (30) provides an overview of 
the projected effects that climate change is expected to have on various facets of agricultural activity in 
the Fraser Valley.  While this study focuses on the impacts of increasing precipitation and extreme 
precipitation events on agricultural drainage and ditch management in the region, this issue cannot be 
dealt with in isolation from the other projected effects of climate change, in particular changing Fraser 
freshet flood risk.  Additional climate change information is included in the Appendix A for reference. 
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The Adaptation Strategies document also identifies the potential for increasingly variable conditions and 
shifting seasonal conditions – all of which may impact agriculture’s production practices and associated 
irrigation and drainage needs.  In some areas of the Fraser Valley, future crop suitability and 
management practices may also require consideration.  For example, as drainage challenges increase 
some sites may become unsuitable for certain types of crops.  In addition, to accommodate new crop 
types on increase production efficiency, farm practices and/or modifications to the superficial landscape 
or underlying topography could impact drainage patterns and runoff.   

 
Figure 2-2: Impacts and Outcomes of Climate Change on Agricultural Ditch Management  

The figure above summarizes some of the potential consequences on drainage management due to 
climate change impacts or outcomes. 

Key Issues with Drainage Management in the FVRD  
From an infrastructure capacity perspective, increased precipitation and changes in land use will be the 
primary drivers of increasing demand on drainage ditches.  Changes to Fraser River flood levels will 
reduce the capacity of the existing system, especially during extreme events, but this impact is not the 
focus of this project.  A study completed by Northwest Hydraulics Consultants Inc. titled “Freshet 
Flooding and Fraser Valley Agriculture Evaluating Impacts and Options for Resilience study” 
summarizes some of the impacts due to changing Fraser River flood levels.  The report can be viewed 
on the BC Climate Action Initiative website (http://www.bcagclimateaction.ca/regional/lower-mainland/ ). 

There are areas in the Fraser Valley lowlands that experience regular flooding under existing conditions.  
Flooding is caused by a variety of factors including:  

• undersized ditches;  

• undersized pumps stations (inadequate capacity to meet ARDSA criteria);  

• undersized culverts;  

Increasing Precipitation & Extreme Precipitation Events 
Consequences: Increased flooding,  reduced drainage system capacity,  
increased sediment mobilization, increased need for drainage capacity 

upgrades,  additional land required for drainage features

Changing Fraser Freshet Flood Risk
Consequence: Reduced efficiency of floodboxes and pump stations, 
increased groundwater level, higher dikes (reducing production land)

Changing Seasonal Conditions
Consequence: Shifting windows for irrigation and drainage needs, potential 

for changing crop suitability and/or shifting cropping and management 
practices that may impact runoff and/or drainage capacity 

http://www.bcagclimateaction.ca/regional/lower-mainland/
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• reduced ditch and culverts capacity due to lack of maintenance (blockages, sediment, and 
vegetation build up);  

• unmitigated flows from upland development; and  

• changes to Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) land use.   

To prepare for climate change, municipalities need to understand the capacity of their drainage 
networks under existing conditions, and under future land use and climate change scenarios.  Multiple 
master drainage studies have been completed and are under way for various catchments in the FVRD.  
Funding the required upgrades recommended in these studies is a challenge identified by local 
governments, along with the critical importance of funding support from senior levels of government.   

Due to the prevalence of sensitive environmental habitat in the region’s agricultural low lands, the timing 
and approach for drainage system upgrades and construction activities can be impacted by 
environmental regulations and best management practices.  One of the potential consequences of 
climate change may be accompanied by changes to sensitive habitats and species.  Provincial and 
federal government agencies can assist with the drainage management efforts of municipalities by 
investing in research to understand the consequences of climate change on environmental habitats, 
updating regulatory requirements and best management practices, and disseminating this information to 
municipalities in a timely manner. 

Drainage Infrastructure Operation and Maintenance 
The implications of climate change on municipal drainage operation and maintenance activities 
may include:  

• Increased frequency of ditch maintenance to maintain existing conveyance by removal of vegetation 
and excess sedimentation; and  

• Altered operational regimes of flood control infrastructure (flood boxes and pump stations) to 
provide drainage and irrigation for agricultural producers.   

Regular ditch maintenance is critical for maintaining existing capacity in agricultural ditches.  The timing 
and approach for ditch maintenance depends on a variety of factors:  

Timing considerations: the timing window to carry out work is limited as maintenance needs to occur 
when ditches are not critical to irrigation, drainage, fish and other valued species.  Suitable conditions 
(i.e., low water levels) to carry out maintenance activities near water are another factor that 
affects timing.   

Approach: the approach to ditch management depends on ease of access to the ditches, availability of 
easements, physical ditch conditions, and the presence of sensitive habitat and species.   

Interactions with regulators and compliance with regulatory requirements are another important element 
of drainage management in the FVRD.   

Climate change can substantially impact municipal operations due to: 

• Changing rainfall patterns affecting the timing window and demand for irrigation and drainage; 
• Changing Fraser River flood levels; and 
• Changing climate conditions (increased variability and seasonal shifts).  
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To better prepare for climate change, it is critical to have a good understanding of baseline conditions 
for the factors listed above, and to investigate how each element might be impacted by climate change.  
Proactive management of drainage challenges should involve the education of stakeholders to help 
them better prepare for and navigate anticipated climate change impacts before drastic action 
is required.   

While broader (municipal) infrastructure is critical, farm level drainage and runoff management practices 
and infrastructure will also be increasingly challenged by climate change.  Farm-level drainage 
management practices and infrastructure are an important component of a functioning drainage system, 
and can affect the overall system capacity.  When suitable, farm-level practices could be implemented to 
improve the overall drainage systems and could include:  

• Enhancing individual farm drainage capacity through installation of drain tiles and/or internal on-
farm pumping systems;  

• Minimizing practices that modify the superficial landscape or underlying topography to avoid 
increasing the quantify and/or speed of runoff (e.g. laser leveling or drainage path modifications 
which impact the system capacity by moving runoff more quickly off fields and into ditches);  

• Ensuring that any new crops (i.e. crop/variety selection) are suitable for current and anticipated 
drainage conditions; and  

• Ensuring that cropping intensification does not interfere with drainage system function or 
maintenance.   

Summary 
Potential impacts of climate change on drainage infrastructure and management in the FVRD are 
summarized in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-2: Potential Impacts of Climate Change on Drainage Infrastructure (30) (31) 
Increasing Precipitation & 

Extreme Precipitation Events 
(Wetter Winters) 

Changing Fraser Freshet Flood 
Risk Changing Seasonal Conditions  

Drainage System Capacity 

The capacity of drainage 
infrastructure (i.e. ditches, flood 
boxes, pump stations) will need to 
be increased to meet demand and 
limit flooding.   
Increased erosion and sediment 
transportation is anticipated to occur 
due to more intense storm events. 
Reliance on pump stations may be 
increased, increasing energy 
consumption, and the consequence 
of a pump station failure. 

Pump stations may not be designed 
for the higher freshet water level, 
potentially reducing pump station 
capacity.   
Flood boxes may not be able to be 
used as often due to higher 
downstream water levels. 
Seasonal groundwater levels may 
be higher, reducing capacity in the 
ditches and negatively impacting the 
plant root zone. 
Dikes will need to be raised, 
reducing agriculturally productive 
land, and potentially impacting 
drainage features. 

Challenges with drainage early and 
late in the production season can 
result in compaction of the soils due 
to machinery on wet soil (resulting in 
an increase in the runoff rate). 
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Increasing Precipitation & 
Extreme Precipitation Events 

(Wetter Winters) 
Changing Fraser Freshet Flood 

Risk Changing Seasonal Conditions  

Municipal Drainage Operations 

Changes in the characteristics of the 
shoulder seasons may limit the 
ability to work in the agricultural 
ditches due to unsuitable conditions 
(i.e., high water levels). 
Sediment management will become 
a greater issue as more sediment is 
mobilized. 

Changes to flood box and pump 
station operation will be required 
due to the higher water levels.   

Changing crop timing may limit 
access to ditches for maintenance. 
Selected crops may be less tolerant 
of poor drainage, therefore requiring 
drainage to be more actively 
managed.   
Changing timing of drainage and 
irrigation needs may require 
modification of operations to meet 
demand  

Municipal Drainage Resources (Funding/Staff) 

Additional operating and capital funding will be required to upgrade and maintain the drainage infrastructure.   
Additional staff may be required during the ditch maintenance period. 

2.3 Assessment Takeaways 
The following key issues, areas of concern, and vulnerabilities were identified through the assessment 
of drainage management issues in the FVRD.  These findings are summarized in the table below.   

Table 2-3: Key Issues, Areas of Concern and Vulnerabilities in the FVRD  
Drainage 
Infrastructure 
Capacity  

Existing undersized infrastructure, including ditches, flood boxes, and pump 
stations, result in regular flooding.  Municipal design criteria and/or ARDSA 
criteria are not met in some areas under existing land use and climate change 
scenarios. 
Required infrastructure upgrades are costly.  Limited funding is available to 
carry out upgrades, requiring local governments to prioritize drainage projects 
against other critical projects (e.g., water system upgrades, sanitary sewage 
upgrades, and roads).   
Drainage capacity can be supported (or reduced) at the individual farm-level.  
Optimal farm-level drainage management practices and infrastructure are an 
important element of a functioning drainage system. 
In many areas, the drainage system capacity has not been assessed for future 
climate scenarios.  Therefore, regulatory and funding requirements to address 
climate change impacts are not well understood.   
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Drainage Ditch 
Operation & 
Maintenance  

Managing ditches to meet multiple use objectives is challenging for 
municipalities (i.e. farm irrigation and drainage, environmental regulations, 
flood protection).  Climate change will introduce new variables.   
The existing regulatory framework/requirements for drainage works is 
complex; steps and processes can be daunting for producers and smaller local 
governments in dealing with drainage issues.   
There is inadequate support (i.e., guidelines, resources, and dedicated staff) 
to help producers and smaller municipalities navigate regulatory requirements.  
There appears to be a lack of Qualified Environmental Professionals that are 
familiar with the local context and the emerging drainage management issues 
in the region.  
The requirements for protection of critical habitat associated with species at 
risk and biodiversity, within the vicinity of drainage infrastructure, may have 
competing needs or needs that are not well defined.  For example, Oregon 
Spotted Frog’s habitat requirements may compete with the habitat 
requirements for Salish Sucker and other fish species, which prevent actions 
to achieve drainage objectives. 

Communication 
& Coordination  

There is a need for enhanced communication and coordination between all 
stakeholders in the FVRD. 
Requirements and best management practices for emerging environmental 
issues are not well understood and/or are not well communicated from 
regulatory agencies to municipalities and from municipalities to producers.   
With the exception of face-to-face and word-of-mouth communication, there is 
uncertainty about the effectiveness of other communications methods (e.g., 
websites, email) used between governing bodies and producers. 
Lack of on-the-ground staff connecting with the producers was seen as a 
major hurdle to disseminating knowledge and implementing drainage 
management.   
There is a need to improve existing management processes and practices.  It 
is evident that changes in regulations and regulatory agencies have created 
hurdles for successful drainage management in the past.  Climate change will 
likely alter several aspects of drainage management, making coordinated 
efforts even more important. 

Level of 
Drainage 
Service – 
Design Criteria  

Some producers and other stakeholders question the suitability of ARDSA 
criteria, while others push to have the criteria met at all times. 
There is uncertainty about whether ARDSA criteria are adequate for all 
cropping practices or crop types. 
Some producers expressed concern that the criteria used for drainage 
upgrades focuses on protection of infrastructure from flooding over crop 
needs.  It is increasingly the case that crops planted in the FVRD are perennial 
crops, which are less tolerant to flooding. 
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3. Case Studies  
Two case studies were chosen to help demonstrate key issues, programs and processes, and best 
management practices in the region.  The focus of each case study was determined following 
completion of the assessment and presentation of key findings to the Project Committee.  Each case 
study has been developed through the following methodology:   

• Background research;  

• Interviews with two effected producers via teleconference in each case study catchment.  
Discussion items included: issues, steps taken to manage drainage, barriers, lessons learned, and 
suggestion for process improvement; and  

• Consultation with relevant local government officials, provincial and federal government agencies, 
and technical specialists.   

3.1 Greendale Case Study  

Introduction and Objectives  
This case study focuses on an internal flood event (50-year to 200-year event1) in the FVRD.  The flood 
event was unique as it was a rain-on-snow event, and was not caused by overtopping of external 
watercourses (i.e., Fraser River or Vedder Canal) (8).   

The case study was selected to achieve the following objectives:  

• Develop a deeper understanding of internal flood events and the effects on producers; 

• Understand the cost/benefit of upgrading infrastructure, and the relative trade-offs between 
different options; 

• Examine the drainage system capacity assessment and upgrade process; 

• Examine the communication between local government and producers related to the event;  

• Summarize the City of Chilliwack’s next steps; and 

• Identify lessons learned. 

Content and Acknowledgements:  
The information summarized in this case study was collected through interviews with City of Chilliwack 
staff, producers in the areas affected by the 2009 flooding event, and the 2009 Drainage Study 
(Greendale) Final Report by Urban Systems.   

  

                                                      
1 A 50-year event is a rainfall or storm event that has a 2% probability of occurring in any given year.  The rainfall or runoff value associated 
with a 50-year event is based on interpolation of historical data.   
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Background 
In January 2009, the Greendale area located in the 
municipality of Chilliwack (Figure 3-1) experienced an internal 
flood event.  This particular event was unique to the area as it 
was not the result of the overtopping of external watercourses 
such as the Fraser River, Vedder Canal, and Vedder River.   

The event began with an extended period of freezing 
temperatures and accumulated snow pack, followed by rapid 
warming and heavy rainfall.  The internal flooding was the 
result of a unique combination of these factors and events 
occurring in rapid succession (8).  The return period of the 
resultant flooding was estimated to be between that of a 50-
year to 200-year event.  Flooding impacted several residential 
and agricultural properties in the area, as well as roads and 
City infrastructure.   

Following the event, the City of Chilliwack commissioned an 
assessment of the drainage system, and to provide 
recommendations for system improvement.  Currently, the 
City is implementing the recommendations of the report and has upgraded one pump station, with plans 
to upgrade another pump station and several culverts.  When completed, the upgrades will maximize 
the drainage system potential to a 100-year event service level.   

 
Figure 3-1: Greendale Catchment   

What caused the flooding?  

There was no single component 
of the drainage system that 
failed, nor was there a single 
factor that was the primary 
cause of flooding.   

The internal drainage system 
and controls are generally sized 
to their established criteria, 
however during the January 
2009 event; the components did 
not have capacity to convey the 
storm event, which resulted in 
the extensive flooding.” (8) 
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Drainage System Assessment and Recommendations 
Results from the drainage assessment concluded that at the time of the flood, the City’s drainage 
system was generally designed to an acceptable standard, but that the 2009 event exceeded 
this standard.  (8) 

The consultant evaluated a range of options for system upgrades based on cost, level of flood relief, 
and ease of implementation.  Flood proofing the community was deemed impractical due to the area’s 
relative elevation and topography (i.e., historical lake bottom).  Instead, the recommendations focused 
on increasing the level of protection of vulnerable infrastructure.   

Enlisting a philosophy of ‘making best use of existing infrastructure in the near term’, recommended 
infrastructure improvements included:  

• Pump station capacity upgrades;  
• Culvert replacement;  
• Construction of flow diversions; and  
• Construction of new channels to supplement the existing system.   

In addition to infrastructure upgrades, recommendations included municipal drainage management and 
operations-related projects and programs, including:   

• Site specific reviews of vulnerable homes to assess local drainage and determine appropriate flood 
protection actions, if any;  

• Review and maintain a comprehensive operation and maintenance program;  

• Review and update the Floodplain Bylaw; and 

• Implement a 5-year water level monitoring program to obtain additional baseline information and to 
monitor performance after the pump station upgrades are complete, but prior to undertaking 
further action.   

 

What would it take to prevent internal flooding? 

Potential actions required to prevent internal flooding include:   

• Major enlargement of most drainage network conveyance system combined with new 
pump stations;   

• Internal diking and pumping stations to reduce dependency of the floodplain on the trunk 
drainage system;  

• Regrade land and reconstruct vulnerable buildings at a higher elevation; or 

• A combination of the above options. 

Aside from technical challenges, all of these approaches would be very disruptive to the community 
and would require extensive consultation and evaluation.  A more detailed study would be required 
to prepare a comprehensive cost estimate and financial plan for any of these potential solutions, 
though order of magnitude values are estimated to be tens of millions of dollars.  (8) 
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Flood Impacts on Producers surveyed and consulted 

Producers (e.g., dairy, poultry, beef, tree) and residential properties in the area were affected by the 
internal flood event.  47 properties affected by the flood were surveyed; of which, 14 were agricultural 
and five were both residential and agricultural.  The range of flood depths and damages were 
considerable. 

In 2016, KWL completed in-depth phone interviews with two of the affected producers to understand 
how they were directly affected by the event, and to gauge their knowledge of how the municipality was 
moving forward with improvements.  The producers interviewed for the case study experienced different 
levels of flooding (one had minor flooding of fields that did not materially affect farm operations, and the 
other experienced major flooding of a barn that posed serious risk to poultry stock). 

Responses indicated that the level of communication between the producers and the City varied 
following the flooding, and producers indicated varying degrees of awareness of upgrades underway by 
the City.  The producers reported learning of the upgrades through attending town hall and council 
meetings, discussions with neighbours and city councillors, and through media outlets. 

Chilliwack’s Implementation Plan  
Based on conversations with City staff, the City has:  

• Completed the pump station upgrade ($2.5 M) (funded 1/3 by the City and 2/3 by provincial and 
federal governments);  

• Planned additional pump station upgrades  (the City was submitting a funding application for the 
upgrades at the time of the interviews in April 2016); and  

• Planned further upgrades of municipal and private culverts.   

Upgrades to the pump stations will not be effective in reducing the flooding risk unless undersized 
culverts that backwater the drainage system are replaced.   

Culvert Replacement Program  

According to City staff, funding and site access are the two most significant challenges associated with 
the culvert replacement program. 

Currently, culvert upgrades are funded by the City’s capital works budget.  The City does not have an 
alternate means of funding the projects as there is no drainage levy in Chilliwack and the City would like 
to limit any increases to the current tax rate.  As a result of limited internal funding levers, the City 
maximizes opportunities presented by provincial and federal grant and funding programs for drainage 
improvements.   

The majority of City culverts are located on private properties and/or private right-of-way.  The following 
table provides a summary of culvert upgrade locations, as recommended in the assessment report. 

Table 3-1: Summary of Culvert Upgrade Location in Greendale Catchment 
Private Lands 

Beyond Roadway 
Public ROW 

Private Lands 
Private Driveway  

Crossing 
Public Road 

Crossing 
Total  

27 5 19 20 71 
Source: (8) 
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In order to replace all of the culverts within key segments, the City is planning on working closely with 
private property owners.  Given the significant investment, the City may request a statutory Right Of 
Way or an easement/agreement for access and maintenance.  City staff are optimistic that producers 
and other property owners will cooperate with the replacement program since many have experienced 
flooding first-hand.   

Private property owners who plan to upgrade their own culverts will require a Highway Access and 
Culvert Crossing Permit, and may be required to submit design and as-built drawings to the City.  This 
permitting process is designed to ensure City’s infrastructure data is accurate and up-to-date.  
Furthermore, if the watercourse is classified as fish bearing or provides nutrients to fish, the City 
requires a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) to assess the proposed works and to submit the 
necessary applications and notifications to the senior governing agencies, prior to issuing the permit.   

Lessons Learned  
The Greendale Case Study provides a number of valuable lessons to inform the assessment of 
drainage management conditions in the Fraser Valley.  Other municipalities can benefit from the lessons 
learned by the City of Chilliwack in implementing drainage upgrades. 
1. Conduct drainage system review and monitoring to enhance understanding of current status 

The drainage assessment has been an important step to determining where there are gaps in the 
infrastructure inventory.  For example, the City was missing private property culvert information.  
The City used the drainage assessment as a means to collect the missing private property culvert 
information.   

2. Secure formal rights-of-way or covenants 

The drainage assessment revealed that many components of the community-wide drainage system 
are located on private property with no public right-of-way or protective covenant established.  This 
poses a risk to the drainage system, especially on trunk system components, due to the potential for 
inadvertent damage by landowners and access challenges that can impede maintenance and 
upgrade activities.  For this reason, a program to secure formal rights-of-way or covenants that run 
in perpetuity with the properties would be desired. 

3. Consult and communicate with agricultural producers for enhanced collaboration  
The interviews for this case study – along with the consultation conducted as part of the Drainage 
Assessment Study - revealed misconceptions about the causes of the 2009 flooding event as well 
as the current state of drainage management in the Greendale area. 

Research on the Greendale Case Study suggested that some producers in Chilliwack area were 
unaware of the process required for ditch maintenance.  The need to consult with stakeholders and 
educate producers/property owners about upgrades, and their potential impacts on properties and 
operations, is an important lesson learned.  The Drainage Assessment Study (2009) includes a 
recommendation to undertake an education and engagement campaign that outlines “Do’s and 
Don’ts” of drainage maintenance and the authorization processes for property owners. 

4. Manage infrastructure changes and funding gradually and systemically 
In part due to the high costs associated with the required drainage upgrades, Chilliwack is adopting 
a gradual and systematic approach to implementation of infrastructure upgrades.  This enables 
monitoring of each change, and planning ahead also enables a phased approach to securing the 
necessary funding (e.g., provincial and federal grant programs or possibly implementing utility fees 
and/or local service area charges to secure additional funding). 
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3.2 District of Kent Case Study  

Introduction and Objectives  
This case study focused on the ditch maintenance approvals and works completed for the Lower 
McCallum Ditch located in the District of Kent (District).  The Lower McCallum Ditch was selected as a 
case study because it highlights the challenges of managing a ditch for multiple objectives (agricultural, 
municipal, and environmental).  The case study is particularly relevant due to the presence of species at 
risk in a portion of the channel, which has complicated the approval process and construction.   

The case study was selected to achieve the following objectives:  

• Summarize the current state of the Lower McCallum Ditch; 
• Highlight competing objectives related to agricultural ditch management;  
• Reflect the role of regulatory agencies in agricultural ditch management;  
• Examine communication between local government and producers; and 
• Identify lessons learned. 

Content and Acknowledgements 
The information summarized in this case study was collected through interviews with District staff, 
affected producers, and MFLNRO staff.  In addition, several technical background reports and published 
articles were reviewed, including:  

• KWL (2015).  McCallum Ditch Erosion Assessment.  Prepared for District of Kent.   

• NHC (2004).  Drainage Management Plan: Mountain Slough, Miami Creek, and Harrison Mills 
Drainage Area.  Prepared for District of Kent Agassiz.   

• NHC (2009).  Hammersley Pump Station Preliminary Hydrotechnical Design.  Prepared for District 
of Kent Agassiz. 

• DFO Habitat and Enhancement Branch Pacific Region (1999).  Study of Flood Proofing Barriers in 
Lower Mainland Fish Bearing Stream.  Retrieved from (September 2016):  
https://www.watershedwatch.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/Flood_Proofing_Barriers_L
ower_Mainland_1999.pdf 

Background 
The District is located on the north bank of the Fraser River, about 100 km inland from the BC coast.  It 
is a small community, with a population of approximately 6000 people (32), and a mix of primarily 
agricultural and residential land uses.  The McCallum Ditch is approximately 9.3 km in length, which 
generally flows in a westerly direction to its confluence with the Mountain Slough.  The Mountain Slough 
flows an additional 1.2 km prior to draining into the Fraser River.  When the Fraser River water levels 
are low the area is drained by gravity through a series of flood boxes; when the river is high the area is 
pumped by the Hammersley pump station located at the outlet of the Mountain Slough.  (4) 

The District manages ditches to protect the community from flooding and to facilitate agricultural activity.  
Drainage management has been particularly challenging in the Mountain Slough and Lower McCallum 
Ditch, due to the presence of salmon, Oregon Spotted Frog and Salish Sucker.  Both the Oregon 
Spotted Frog and Salish Sucker are identified as species at risk under the federal Species at Risk 
Act (SARA).  (33) 

https://www.watershedwatch.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/Flood_Proofing_Barriers_Lower_Mainland_1999.pdf
https://www.watershedwatch.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/Flood_Proofing_Barriers_Lower_Mainland_1999.pdf
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Over of the past few decades, multiple agencies have been involved in regulating Lower McCallum 
Ditch maintenance, which has modified municipal operations and adjacent agricultural activity.   

 
Figure 3-2: Lower McCallum Ditch  

The process of managing the ditches for multiple objectives has caused some challenges due to 
differences of opinion about how drainage should be managed by landowners, District staff and senior 
regulators.  Due to these challenges, drainage works in the Lower McCallum Ditch have been 
intermittently stalled since before 2009.  To facilitate the approval process, the municipality, Province 
and producers signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in May 2015.  The MOU defines the 
intention to benefit both drainage and critical habitat for species at risk.  As a result the signatories have 
started working together to upgrade the McCallum Ditch and to move forward with future 
maintenance plans.  (34) 

During the 2015 and 2016 fisheries windows, work was completed on the lower 650 m portion of the 
ditch.  The work included: vegetation removal, regrading of the side slopes, habitat creation, and the 
creation of a new high flow bypass channel for a portion of the ditch to bypass the sensitive Oregon 
Spotted Frog habitat and to increase capacity for high stream flow events.   

Impact on Producers  

Based on discussions with producers (one-on-one interviews and during the second workshop), and 
professionals familiar with the site, the following are some of the issues identified related to the 
condition and management of Lower McCallum ditch:   

• High water level in ditches; 
• Stagnant and warm ditch water in the summer; 
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• Extended and multiple flood events during winter storms; 
• Bank erosion;  
• High groundwater table; 
• Concerns regarding setback requirements (reducing productive lands); and 
• Ditch bank planting and riparian planting requirements.   

Negotiations between the District and the Province are ongoing to develop a management plan for the 
ditch that addresses producers’ concerns, and meets the Regulator’s habitat requirements.   

Lower McCallum Ditch Drainage Assessment  
Drainage issues in the ditch are attributed to several factors, including:  

• The relative elevation and topography of the area results in backwatering from the Fraser River 
reducing the capacity of the ditches; 

• Maintenance activities have been hindered due to environmental regulations and the lack of best 
management practices for Oregon Spotted Frog.  Without maintenance, ditch capacity has been 
reduced due to vegetation growth and sedimentation;   

• Mountain Slough backwaters the Lower McCallum Ditch; and  

• The existing pump station does not meet summer ARDSA criteria. 

Various consultants have assessed the capacity of the system and have provided recommendations for 
improvements.  The recommended improvements include:  

• Pump station upgrades; 

• Flood box replacement, which has been completed; 

• Improvements to Mountain Slough conveyance; and  

• Improvements to Lower McCallum Ditch conveyance.  Improvements include: widening of the 
channel, reducing the slope of the side embankments, removal of vegetation, construction of new 
channel segments, and removal/upgrading of culverts. 

Sources: (2), (3), (4)  

 

Pump Station Assessment Recommendations  

• The existing flood boxes and pumps provide adequate capacity to meet winter design 
criteria (ARDSA Winter: 5-day 10-year).   

• To meet summer ARDSA criteria, pump capacity should be increase by 2.5 m3/s at an 
estimated cost of $1.4M (ARDSA Summer: 2-day 10-year).   

• To further reduce the frequency of flooding to the order of every 50 years, pump 
capacity may be increased by 5.0 m3/s at an estimated cost of $2.1 M. 

Source: (4) 
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Implementation of Drainage Maintenance  
The District has had difficulty maintaining the Lower McCallum Ditch due to a number of 
factors, including:  

• Limited funding availability; 

• Challenges with obtaining environmental approvals in a timely manner; 

• Challenges with fulfilling the conditions of the environmental approvals due to cost and 
time implications;  

• Changing approval requirements; 

• Lack of best management practices for managing species at risk;  

• Coordination and cooperation with producers (i.e., granting access and setback, allowing bank 
vegetation planting and construction); and 

• Challenging construction settings (i.e., high groundwater table and sloughing banks). 

Funding Constraints  

The District is a small municipality with limited resources and a high-maintenance district-wide drainage 
system.  Capital upgrades are reliant on funding from senior levels of government.   

The District does have a drainage levy that funds on-going drainage maintenance activities, but the 
funding is limited due to the small population and high drainage maintenance costs in the District.   

Environmental Constraints and Obtaining Approvals  

Environmental regulations, including obtaining necessary approvals and permits for working around 
water, have restricted drainage maintenance works since the 1990’s.   

In the 1990s, the focus of environmental regulations was to protect fish habitat.  More recently (since 
2004) more focus has been placed on habitat and mitigation for the Oregon Spotted Frog and Salish 
Sucker, which are both listed as endangered under SARA.   

Oregon Spotted Frog’s preferred habitat is floodplain wetlands.  Warm, shallow, edges of marshes is the 
frog’s preferred area to lay eggs.  The frog experiences extreme site fidelity and its survival is sensitive 
to ditch conditions and time of year (temperature and hydrology of ditch) (35).  As habitat requirements 
for Oregon Spotted Frog are not well understood, MFLNRO has required strict management (e.g., no-
touch) of ditches to limit impacts on the species.  In addition, best management practices have changed 
as new information is uncovered about habitat requirements. 

Under the current regulations, the District must obtain approvals from MFLNRO to carry out works in or 
near the ditch.  The work must be carried out according to the conditions of the approvals.  DFO also 
reviews all plans and are the primary agency responsible for protecting the Salish Sucker under the 
Species at Risk Act.   
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Challenging Construction Settings  

The groundwater in the area is high and confined by a layer of silty loam/clayey loam, which causes the 
groundwater in some locations to reach the surface.  The high groundwater table and high pore 
pressure, combined with the fine and easily erodible soils, result in erosion when the confining soil layer 
is disturbed though excavation or vegetation removal.   

To prevent erosion during the 2015 construction season, the side slopes of the Lower McCallum Ditch 
were graded to a slope less than 1:5 (V:H) and were planted.  However, due to the nature of the soils 
and groundwater table, erosion still occurred.  In 2016, to prevent similar issues, the banks were cut 
back at a steeper slope and were stepped to reduce the risk of intercepting the groundwater table.  In 
addition, the work did not extend below the water level to prevent the slope from destabilizing.  (36)  

Lessons Learned  
Lessons learned from this case study focus on species at risk and communication with key 
stakeholders.   

1. Species at Risk increase management complexity 

The experiences with Lower McCallum Ditch point to the reality that best management practices are 
not stagnant, may be site specific, and may be modified over the course of a project.  In addition, 
new species may be discovered, or become more critical, shifting the environmental requirements 
and/or best management practices for ditch maintenance.   

Approval agencies are generally contacted once the design has been completed.  When dealing 
with species at risk, the extent of agency feedback may affect project schedule and budget.  In this 
case study, the presence of the Oregon Spotted Frog lead to increased design cost and extended 
project timelines. 

2. Communicate early and often  

Communicating early with producers and property owners about drainage management, species 
and risk and the impact on drainage servicing is critical.  Potential topics that may have benefited 
from more discussions include: implications that the presence of Oregon Spotted Frog may have on 
drainage maintenance, the specific best management practices for the species, and what was 
unknown about its habitat requirements. 

Early communication with approval agencies about species at risk and current best management 
practices – as well as the consequences of the current scenario – is also important.    

Ensuring that communication between stakeholders is clear and unbiased will assist in 
improving collaboration. 
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4. Drainage Management Roadmap 
The roadmap shown in Figure 4-1 was developed to capture the current MFLNRO and DFO 
environmental approval process required for agricultural drainage and ditch management.  The 
roadmap is intended to provide a resource for producers and municipalities to clarify the steps involved 
in agricultural drainage and ditch management, and to promote communication and process efficiency.   

The questions that shaped development of the roadmap include:  

• Do producers need to contact agencies prior to conducting maintenance in and around 
drainage ditches?  

• What type of work requires agency contact?  

• Which agencies need to be contacted?  

• Which situations require approvals versus notifications from MFLNRO?  

• Which situations require project review from DFO?  

The roadmap was developed through:  

• Contacting staff at DFO and MFLNRO and interviewing them about the latest processes. 

• Reviewing relevant government legislation (e.g., the Water Sustainability Act and the Fisheries Act)  

• Reviewing resources available through government websites.  Sources: (18), (19), (24) 

o Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Request for Project Review :  http://www.dfo-
mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html 

o The Province (FrontCounter BC) Apply for Change Approval or Submit Notification of Instream 
Work:  http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-
rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-
work 

• Verifying the process (the roadmap) through discussions with practitioners (i.e. QEPs, engineers, 
and local government staff) who had recently worked on relevant projects in the region (i.e.  
McCallum Ditch Drainage Improvements, 2016).   

NOTE: The roadmap has not been reviewed or endorsed by the MFLNRO or DFO.  The roadmap 
provides a snapshot of the project team understanding of the current processes and at this time 
is for discussion purposes only.   

Additional approvals may be required for works that may affect Species at Risk and/or other 
agencies (e.g., Transport Canada, Navigation Protection Act). 

 

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
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Figure 4-1: Environmental Approval Roadmap for Ditch and Drainage Maintenance  
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5. Workshops  
Two workshops were held over the course of the project.  A workshop summary is provided below, with 
detailed workshop proceedings included in Appendices B and C.   

5.1 Workshop with Local Governments  
Representatives from local governments in the Fraser Valley were invited to attend a workshop on 
October 11, 2016 to discuss their experiences and challenges with drainage management.  Attendees 
included eight local and regional government representatives and three Ministry of Agriculture staff.  
The local governments included: City of Abbotsford, City of Chilliwack, Dewdney Area Improvement 
District, and Electoral Area F.  The District of Kent was not present at the meetings but provided 
feedback by completing the questionnaire associated with the workshop.   

The goals of this workshop, with respect to agricultural drainage, were to:  

• Enhance communication between the FVRD municipalities and improvement districts, 
• Gain a broader understanding of the challenges faced by other municipalities, and  
• Share ideas on how to overcome those challenges. 

The workshop was structured as a series of question, answer, and discussion periods.  The questions 
were developed by the project team based on the key findings of the assessment and the case studies.  
The questions were divided into three themes: 

• Drainage Management Processes,  
• Drainage Management Challenges, and   
• Drainage Management Opportunities  

The local government representatives were each given a voting keypad to use for voting throughout the 
workshop.  Voting results have been summarized in Workshop 1 Proceedings (in Appendix B), along 
with comments from all meeting attendees with respect to each polling question. 

Key Findings 
Key findings from Workshop 1 – consisting of input that was received from workshop participants – are 
highlighted below. 

Communication between Local Governments and Producers 
• It is difficult to engage producers on issues if they are not directly affected.  If there is a specific 

issue (e.g. beaver dam) farmers will get in touch with their local government.  Telephone is the most 
commonly used method of communication.  The disadvantage of phone calls is that there is no 
record of communication.   

• Generally the most effective way to communicate with producers is by phone and/or face to face.  
Municipalities rely on longstanding (and informal) relationships with producers for conducting 
maintenance works.  However, if there is an emerging issue, local governments cannot necessarily 
rely on their contact lists to reach out to producers, since the lists are generally incomplete and are 
sometimes out-of-date.  

• Local governments only hear from engaged/interested producers.  It is difficult to get a pulse of the 
larger community.  Some municipalities find it helpful to maintain relationships with key producers in 
the community in order to distribute news and receive more general feedback from producers.   
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Communication with MFLRNO:  

• Communication with MFLNRO is not an issue.  The key challenge with MFLNRO is getting timely 
decisions and results.  Two factors that contribute to this issues that were discussed, include:   

o MFLNRO is responsible for some aspects of provincial and federal (SARA) legislations.  The 
legislation does not provide clear direction on SARA, responsibility and liability.  Effective 
communication between provincial and federal agencies is required to clarify grey areas.  
Communication challenges between higher levels of government trickles down to municipalities 
and can impact the municipal operations schedule.   

o Local governments recognize that MFLNRO has limited resources and staff.  Resource 
constraints and staff experience are limiting MFLNRO’s ability to respond to local governments.   

• Local governments agreed that having dedicated staff at the local government whose role involves 
communication with agencies and building trust has been very effective at enhancing collaboration 
with agencies.   

Emerging Issues: Species at Risk and Climate Change 

• The management of drainage infrastructure with the Species at Risk legislation is a key 
emerging issue.   

o There are limited resources and guideline documents available on how producers and local 
governments should proceed in cases where certain SARA listed species are present (e.g., 
Oregon Spotted Frog).  Municipalities are looking for clear guidelines and direction.   

o There is a lack of coordination between agencies on species at risk.   

o There is a lack of Qualified Environmental Professionals (QEPs) who are experts on species at 
risk and/or there is a lack of published information for QEPs to refer to. 

• Limited funding is available for planning and adaptation to climate change.  Examples include:  

o The Provincial Emergency Management BC may provide financial assistance following an 
emergency but the funds are limited to the cost of restoration to pre-event conditions. 

o Smaller communities have a list of priority projects but cannot implement due to lack of funding.   

o The FVRD, a local drainage authority for some electoral areas, prioritizes projects within each 
community but budgets cannot shift between communities. 

• There is uncertainty around how to utilize climate change projections (with the range/uncertainty 
around precipitation) and integrate the effects of climate change on Intensity Duration Frequency 
(IDF) data. 

• Some local governments were not aware of published tools and data available on climate change.  
Some individuals were concerned with the variation between modelled climate change effects on 
future rainfall and the Fraser River flood levels.   

Environmental Approvals 

• From the perspective of local governments, obtaining environmental approvals, in a timely manner, 
is a higher priority for operation and maintenance works than for construction.  A construction delay 
generally has a lower consequence.   

• A major challenge with obtaining environmental approvals is agency response time. 
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• Local governments stated that the following actions improved communication and coordination 
with agencies:  

o Hiring the “right” Qualified Environmental Professional (i.e. someone experienced and who is 
trusted by the approval agencies); 

o Establishing 5-year MFLNRO and DFO environmental approvals; and 
o Building trust through having long standing relationships and dedicated staff. 

Feedback on the Workshop 
Workshop participants were asked to fill out a workshop evaluation survey.  The response indicates that 
workshop attendees found the workshop useful.  Participants particularly enjoyed ‘hearing the 
opinions/challenges/methods faced by other local governments’.  Many participants also indicated that 
they would be interested in additional meetings with the FVRD member municipalities and local 
drainage improvement districts for further discussion of drainage management issues. 

5.2 Workshop with Producers and Local Government 
Representatives (producers/farmers) from various sectors of the agriculture industry in the Fraser 
Valley, as well as local and provincial government representatives, were invited to attend a workshop on 
November 4, 2016.  Attendees included nine producers (dairy, berry, greenhouse, and poultry 
producers), five local government representatives (City of Abbotsford, City of Chilliwack, District of Kent, 
FVRD and DAID) and nine provincial government representatives (MoA and Ministry of Transportation 
and Infrastructure).   

The 3-hour workshop involved activities and small group discussions focused on environmental 
permitting challenges faced by producers in the region.  Central to the discussion was a draft roadmap 
outlining current requirements to contact, notify, and obtains reviews and approvals from agencies 
(provincial and federal) prior to addressing drainage issues in and around agricultural waterways. 

The roadmap was examined by workshop participants under two drainage management scenarios.  The 
goals of the roadmap-based activities were to increase the awareness of participants about the current 
state of environmental permitting in the Fraser Valley, and to build a shared understanding of the issues 
amongst the workshop participants.  Subsequent workshop discussions identified potential challenges 
and opportunities with the status quo.  The workshop concluded with identifying potential strategies for 
improving drainage management in the region. 

The workshop objectives, agenda, activities, record of discussion, and findings are included in 
Workshop 2 Proceedings in Appendix C.   

Key Findings 

Key findings from Workshop 2 – consisting of input that was received from workshop participants – are 
highlighted below.  These findings evolved through a dialogue using the discussion roadmap document 
as a guide to the current process.  

Issues, challenges and needs identified  

• The approval process is complex and not everyone has the same experience/information when 
dealing with a similar management issue. 
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• The approval process requires the involvement of a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) 
early and often – for producers the cost of hiring a QEP is a barrier. 

• Lead times required for various steps are too long – producers are not able to plan/work in this way 
with seasonal production requirements. 

• Constant changes to the process are very difficult for producers and there are no 
resources/personnel to explain changes. 

• There is lack of clarity about agency contact requirements – there were questions about whether the 
actual process might be simpler than the roadmap implies. 

• It is challenging to find suitable qualified professionals with local knowledge and knowledge of 
specific key issues (i.e. species at risk).  The problem could be a lack of professionals that meet 
criteria or lack of accessibility to these individuals. 

Potential solutions  

• Identify and clarify the environmental rules/responsibilities, from the farm level to the regional 
management level. 

• Provide a coordinator to assist with routine management practices through to emerging issues – 
possibly leverage the Environmental Farm Plan and Beneficial Management Practices Programs 
(already established programs with funding). 

• Create a list of pre-qualified Qualified Environmental Professionals with strong local knowledge.  

• Develop the roadmap into a streamlined tool to take producers through the process step by step 
(possibly web-based or an app). 

Next steps 

Based on the feedback from the participants at the workshop, the roadmap presented during the 
process was a seen as a reasonable representation of the current environmental approval process 

Items that could be modified and added are: 

• Definition of stream; and 
• Processes related to SARA; (37) 

Producers found the roadmap helpful and indicated that they would like regulatory processes to be 
streamlined and clarified.  They indicated that clear guidance on how to proceed with drainage works 
would allow them to complete the work themselves, oppose to hiring a QEP.  Given that, there was 
support for updating the Environmental Farm Plan Drainage Management Guide.  (27) 

Producers also indicated support for establishing a local field agent to aid producers with environmental 
approvals and to provide guidance on complex issues (i.e., species at risk, climate change, etc.).  It was 
envisioned that the field agent would: 

• Have local experience and knowledge of the latest issues and regulations; 

• Facilitate communication between producers, local governments, and agencies; and  

• Support producers in completion of drainage works, approvals, and in utilizing best management 
practices.   
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Workshop Evaluation  
Workshop participants were asked to fill out a workshop evaluation survey.  The respondents generally 
indicated that they found the workshop useful and that they had a better understanding of the 
approval process from participating in the workshop.  In particular, participants found the review and 
discussion of the approvals process and SARA to be of value, as well as the involvement of multiple 
agencies and groups to help improve understanding of the issues.  The respondents felt that it would 
have been beneficial to have participation from DFO and MFLNRO.      

Respondents provided detailed feedback on additional resources that would be helpful to them in 
navigating drainage management, and on topics in drainage management that they would like to 
discuss further.  Their feedback is incorporated into the workshop findings and in the overall study 
findings and recommendations.  Refer to the Workshop 2 Proceedings in Appendix C for a detailed 
workshop summary. 
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6. Action Items 
One of the objectives of this project was to develop options to improve coordination and consistency of 
approach amongst municipalities and agencies, and to assist producers with effective drainage 
management.  During the workshops, the following options were identified by the workshop participants.   

Action Item 1  
To improve coordination and consistency of approach amongst municipalities. 

Facilitate a semi-annual or an annual forum for municipalities and improvement districts to discuss 
drainage management issues, and lessons learned. 

Action Item 2 
To assist producers with effective drainage management 

• Action Item 2-1 Establish a drainage management field agent as a resource for producers. 

o Field agent would assist with best management practices, approval processes and 
drainage works. 

• Action Item 2-2 Update the Environmental Farm Plan (EFP) Drainage Management Guide (27). 

o Revise the Guide by incorporating the roadmap process (i.e. the steps involved in seeking 
reviews and approvals). 

o Update key contacts and agencies. 

o Have approval agencies (e.g., MFLNRO, DFO) endorse the updated EFP Drainage 
Management Guide. 

• Action Item 2-3 Streamline and clarify existing approval processes. 

o Work with the approval agencies (e.g., MFLNRO and DFO) to clarify the process and 
streamline the approval process for ditch maintenance. 
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7. Abbreviations and Common Terms 
AgCAI BC Agriculture & Food Climate Action Initiative 

ALR Agricultural Land Reserve 

ARDSA Agriculture and Rural Development Subsidiary Agreement 

BMP Best Management Practice 

Critical Habitat. The habitat necessary for the survival or recovery of a listed endangered, 
threatened or extirpated species in Schedule 1 of SARA 

DAID Dewdney Area Improvement District 

Design Storm A precipitation pattern defined for use in the design of hydrologic systems.  For 
example a 2-year 24 hour design storm is a 24 hour rainfall event that has a 
50% probability of occurring within a given year.  Similarly a 10-year 5 day event 
is a 5 day rainfall event that has a 10% probability of occurring in any given year.   

DFO Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

FVRD Fraser Valley Regional District 

IDF Intensity Duration Frequency Curve – used to estimate rainfall intensity for a 
given return period. 

Internal Drainage The series of ditches, drainage channels and creeks that are encompassed by a 
flood protection dike. 

MFLNRO BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations 

MOA BC Ministry of Agriculture 

QEP Qualified environmental processional 

SARA Federal Species at Risk Act 
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Source: Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, Plan2Adapt.  http://www.plan2adapt.ca 

http://www.plan2adapt.ca/
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Additional Resources: 
Simulating Effects of Sea Level Rise and Climate Change of the Fraser River Flood Scenarios, Final 
Report.  http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhm-2012/draw_report.html#8 

Computerized Tool for the Development of Intensity-Duration-Frequency Curves under Climate Change 
https://www.idf-cc-uwo.ca/default.aspx 

BC Agriculture & Climate Change Regional Adaptation Strategies – Fraser Valley 

http://www.bcagclimateaction.ca/wp/wp-content/media/RegionalStrategies-FraserValley.pdf

Source: Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium, Plan2Adapt.  http://www.plan2adapt.ca 

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhm-2012/draw_report.html#8
https://www.idf-cc-uwo.ca/default.aspx
http://www.bcagclimateaction.ca/wp/wp-content/media/RegionalStrategies-FraserValley.pdf
http://www.plan2adapt.ca/
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Workshop 1 Proceedings 
 
RE: Enhanced Collaboration for Agricultural Drainage and Ditch Management 

Stakeholder Workshop  
 

1. Background 
Representatives from local governments and improvement districts in the Fraser Valley Regional District 
(FVRD) were invited to attend a workshop on October 11, 2016 to discuss their experiences and 
challenges with drainage management.   

Attendees included eight representatives of local governments and three staff members from the Ministry 
of Agriculture (MOA).  The local governments’ representatives were each given a voting keypad to use for 
voting throughout the workshop.  Voting results have been summarized in the section below, along with 
comments from all meeting attendees with respect to each polling question.   

1.1 Workshop Objectives 
The objectives of the workshop were to: 

• Introduce the Enhanced Collaboration for Agricultural Drainage and Ditch Management Project; 

• Facilitate dialogue among staff members from neighbouring local governments in the FVRD; 

• Create a shared understanding of agricultural drainage management processes, challenges, and 
opportunities from the local governments’ perspective, and share best management practices; and 

• Build shared objectives in preparation for the upcoming Local Governments and Producers 
Workshop. 

1.2 Agenda 
Items Timeline 

1.  Introductions 
• Group Activity and Introductions 
• Project Description and Progress  
• Workshop Agenda, Objectives and Instructions 

1:30 pm – 
1:50 pm 

2.  Group Polling 1: Drainage Management Processes 
Group polling and discussion around drainage management processes and 
operations. 

1:50 pm – 
2:40 pm 

3.  Group Polling 2: Drainage Management Challenges 
Group polling and discussion around challenges associated with key phases in 
drainage management:  

• Environmental Permitting 
• Construction 
• Operations and Maintenance 

2:40 pm – 
3:30 pm 
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Items Timeline 
4.  Group Polling 3: Drainage Management Opportunities 

Group polling and discussion around potential opportunities to address challenges 
faced. 

3:30 pm – 
3:50 pm 

5.   Wrap-Up and Next Steps 
• Project Next Steps  
• Workshop Evaluation  

3:50 pm – 
4:00 pm 

1.3 Attendees 
The following attendees participated in the workshop: 

• Tim Henry, Acting Director of Utility Operations, City of Abbotsford; 
• Pardeep Agnihotri, City of Abbotsford; 
• Bruce Edwards, Operations Manager and Engineering Consultant, Dewdney Area Improvement District; 
• Lori Bartsch, Dewdney Area Improvement District; 
• Pauline J.  Peters, Dewdney Area Improvement District; 
• Ray Boucher, Director Electoral Area F, Fraser Valley Regional District; 
• Sterling Chan, FVRD Manager of Engineering and Infrastructure, Fraser Valley Regional District; 
• Frank Van Nynatten, Assistant Manager of Environmental Services, City of Chilliwack; 
• Stephanie Tam, Water Management Engineer, Ministry of Agriculture; 
• Kim Sutherland, Regional Agrologist Fraser Valley East, Ministry of Agriculture; 
• David Trotter, Agroforestry Specialist (Riparian Specialists), Ministry of Agriculture; and 
• Ted van der Gulik, Partnership of Water Sustainability, Former Ministry of Agriculture. 

The following participant was not present at the workshop but provided input:  

• Mathew Connolly, Environmental and Engineering Service Coordinator, District of Kent. 

The Workshop was facilitated by: 

• Michelle Revesz, Sara Pour, and Robin Lattimer – Kerr Wood Leidal; and 
• Pat Brisbin - Charcoal Creek Projects. 
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2. Group Polling and Discussion 
The workshop utilized polling software and individual handheld voting remotes to gather the 
municipalities’ responses to the following questions.  After the polling for each question was complete, 
there was a facilitated follow up discussion on the polling results and municipalities’ experiences 
regarding the topic in question.  The terms ‘farmer’ and ‘producer’ are used interchangeably throughout 
the document.  

2.1 Question 1 
How does your municipality communicate with/reach out to producers on drainage management related 
issues? (select all that apply) 

1. Through a website or online forum 
2. By phone 
3. By email 
4. One-on-one producer outreach (door knocking, site visits, etc.)  
5. Public meeting 
6. Media  
7. Very little communication 
8. Social media 

Discussion Notes 

Consensus among the group was that face-to-face contact was best, after an initial phone discussion.   

 General Discussion 

Abbotsford 
Most effective way to communicate with producers is through face-to-face meeting.  
Younger farmers tend to text and email but older farmers require face to face meetings.  
Abbotsford has a contact list that includes approximately 60% to 70% of the producers.   

Chilliwack Uses twitter and Facebook to initiate dialogue.   
Has a contact list and good working relationship with producers. 

FVRD 
Farmers are not usually at their computers, and/or do not go to meetings.  Dairy farmers 
normally do not contact the FVRD.  Producer held meetings would be a good forum, but 
meetings are by invitation only.   

Kent 

Face to face, one on one or small group meetings seem the most effective.  These forms 
allow for listening and providing constructive feedback. Each land parcel/drainage channel 
has its own unique challenges.  Meeting with the owners helps to understand the issues 
from their perspective.  It also helps to gain their respect and trust and allows for their 
acceptance of environmental controls that are required to be implemented.  There is a lot 
of distrust between producers and environmental regulators and in order to accomplish 
drainage works sometime you need to build trust.  Unfortunately, each site is unique both 
from a watercourse perspective and an environmental perspective. You can’t pain this type 
of maintenance with one brush across the region.  

Key Takeaways:  

• Various methods are used for communication with producers: phone, social media, face-to-face 
meetings, newspapers, mail outs, letters, advising agricultural committees, etc.  Preferred mode of 
communication depends on the specific issue. 
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• It is difficult to engage farmers if they are not directly affected by an issue.   

• Municipalities often reach out to farmers through phone calls and site visits.  Farmers are not often at 
their computers although the effectiveness of electronic modes of communication varies with age 
groups.  Some municipalities are using social media to engage the community.   

• Commodity groups (e.g., dairy and blueberries) behave differently (especially with regards to 
attending meetings) since they have different work days/seasons.   

• Municipalities rely on longstanding (and informal) relationships with producers for conducting 
maintenance works.  If there is an emerging issue, municipality cannot necessarily rely on their old 
contact lists.   

• It can be difficult to get producers to attend public meetings. 

• Municipal staff are generally not invited to producer meetings. 

2.2 Question 2 
How do producers communicate with your municipality on drainage management related issues? (select 
all that apply) 

1. By e-mail or through online forum 
2. By phone 
3. Producers come into municipal office 
4. Meetings 
5. Very little communication 
6. Through elected officials (letters to the mayor or councillors)  

A summary of results from this poll are shown in Figure 1.  Results are shown as the total number of 
votes received for each voting option.   

 
Figure 1: Polling Results Question 2 
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Discussion Notes 

 General Discussion 

Abbotsford 

All methods can be effective. Email is more effective with younger farmers.  

Staff used to go to a local coffee shop to determine how producers were doing, and to 
determine what their concerns were. 

Uses website, specific letters, agricultural committee, and newspaper.  

Is not aware of the effectiveness of each method. 

Chilliwack 

The City does not know how many people are not contacting the municipality.  Generally if 
there is no issue, the City does not tend to hear from producers.  After the Greendale 
flooding, more producers participated in meetings. 

Uses newspaper, mail outs, and website. 

Is not aware of the effectiveness of each method. 

DAID 

If blueberry farmers are unhappy, they tend not to attend meetings. 

The staff share new information with a few key people, and ask them to spread the word. 

There are two different interest groups at Hatzic Lake.  One group wants the lake to be 
high, but not to flood, and the second group wants the lake to be low.  Farmers tend to be 
the second group.  The groups have competing interests.  The second group sent a 
petition to MFLNRO to indicate that they wanted the lake to be lower.   

FVRD Producers tend to call multiple people until they get the answer that they want.   

Kent  

The communication strategy is pretty much the same across the board dependent upon 
severity or urgency of the issue and includes using email, traditional correspondence, 
phone calls, web pages, and newspaper advertisements.  

The most effective is a direct phone call to a landowner; however, the District does not 
have phone numbers for all landowners.  

Producers are relatively good at letting the District know their struggles and their thoughts 
about any issues surrounding drainage.  The District has a Drainage Committee comprised 
of landowners (mainly producers) who can collect/listen to other residents’ concerns and 
pass them off to District staff for assessment.  

Key Takeaways:  

• Generally, the most effective methods for communication are phone conversations and face-to-face 
meetings. 

• If something goes wrong (e.g. beaver dam), farmers will phone.  Phone is the most used method of 
communication.  The disadvantage of a phone conversation is lack of record of communication.   

• Local governments only hear from engaged/interested producers.  It is difficult to get a pulse of the 
large community.  Some municipalities have relationships with key producers in the community to 
distribute news and get feedback from producers.   
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2.3 Question 3 
How does your municipality communicate with Ministry of Forest Lands, and Natural Resource 
Operations (MFLNRO)? (select all that apply) 

1. Dedicated city staff 

2. External consultant 

3. Referrals – MOA sometimes acts as an intermediary between producers and regulatory agencies. 
Both producers and agencies have used MOA in the past to reach the other party.   

A summary of results from this poll are shown in Figure 2.  Results are shown as the total number of 
votes received for each voting option.   

 
Figure 2: Polling Results Question 3 
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 General Discussion 

DAID 

No difficulty communicating with MFLNRO, but tedious working through the approval 
process. 

Concerned with the level of experience of the current MFLNRO staff members.   

Does a triage of approval staff to find a caring and competent staff member and tries to 
work with them.  Staff move around. 

Had an issue with an environmental consultant that created more challenges with the 
approval processes.   

FVRD 
If it is a simple approval, does it in-house.  If the approval is more complicated, calls in a 
consultant.   

Experienced issues in the past with consultants making things more difficult.   

Kent 

The District has dedicated staff to work with the senior agencies.  

It took years and a lot of political push for the District to get traction. As Kent has one of the 
most endangered amphibians in Canada, they get special attention by senior staff at 
MFLNRO which assists in dealing with many issues.  

The District is working on a 5-year protocol agreement with the Province; however, this 
does not take into consideration any changes at DFO, does not meet any special 
requirements under Species At Risk Act (SARA), and does not necessarily address First 
Nation concerns.  

Key Takeaways:  

• Communication with MFLNRO is not the issue.  The key challenge with MFLNRO is getting timely 
decisions and results.   

o Provincial and federal legislation (acts) are not black and white.  There are a lot of grey areas.  
Clarifying grey areas (and determining responsibility/ liability) requires effective communication 
between provincial and federal agencies.  Communication challenges between higher levels of 
government trickles down to municipalities and negatively impacts municipal operations.   

• Local governments recognize that MFLNRO has limited resources and staff.  Resource constraints 
and staff experience are limiting MFLNRO’s ability to respond to local governments.   

• Local governments agreed that having dedicated staff at the municipality whose role involves 
communicating with agencies and building trust has been a very effective way of enhancing 
collaboration with agencies.   

o City of Abbotsford has found that hiring a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) improved 
their processes.   

o Obtaining a 5-year protocol agreement/license will improve local government processes but 
requires a significant investment of time on behalf of local government.  The level of effort 
required might make obtaining a multiyear licence impractical for small communities.   
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2.4 Question 4 
How does your municipality communicate with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)? (select all that 
apply) 

1. Dedicated City staff 
2. External consultant 
3. Referrals (through MOA) 

A summary of results from this poll are shown in Figure 3.  Results are shown as the total number of 
votes received for each voting option.   

 
Figure 3: Polling Results Question 4 

Discussion Notes 

 General Discussion 

Abbotsford 

Have had little response from DFO.  Depends on the situation, for project review, on 
occasion, DFO will ask for additional information.  If you are having an issue, where 
serious harm to fish is occurring (particularly sedimentation issues), DFO has come out to 
review the situation.  

Seems that DFO has given more responsibility to MFLNRO. 

Would like to see recommended BMPs from the agencies, and have the work signed off by 
Professionals.  Removing the need for approvals. 

Chilliwack 

DFO does indicate that they have received the notification.  DFO gravel extraction approval 
was faster than MFLNRO.  DFO approval officer was form Kamloops (i.e. not local). 

Disappointing that they have to submit two applications, one to DFO and one to MFLNRO. 

Culvert replacements could be a class A or B stream. Chilliwack refers producers to an 
engineer to apply for the approvals on their own.  Chilliwack does not want to get in trouble 
with the agencies for not referring producers to the agencies. 
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 General Discussion 

Kent 

The District has dedicated staff to work with DFO.  

Prior to changes at DFO, the District had a good working relationship with DFO staff.  
Since the changes to the Fisheries Act, staff at DFO are less communicative and have 
much less capacity to work with the District.  They do not consider drainage works to be 
“serious harm” even in critical habitat of threatened fish species.  

The District does not have and is not working on agreement with DFO.  

Key Takeaways:  

• DFO has taken a big step back in the maintenance processes.  
• DFO stepping back has created a void. 
• Positive Feedback: DFO requires less processing time than MFLNRO (10 days versus 45 days).   
• Negative Feedback: The requirement to submit two separate applications to DFO and MFNLRO. 
• DFO expects proponents to follow appropriate BMPs.  

2.5 Question 5 
Environmental Permitting: Which of the following issues has your municipality encountered? (select all 
that apply) 

1. Obtaining approvals for drainage management 

2. Presence of Species at Risk (SAR)/Fish in drainage infrastructure 

3. Lack of local knowledge and/or best management practices to proceed with works when/if Species at 
Risk are present 

4. Competing species 

5. Coordination between agencies 

6. Coordination with producers 

7. Lack of resources or knowledge 

8. Conflicting referral responses 

A summary of results from this poll are shown in Figure 4.  Results are shown as the total number of 
votes received for each voting option.   
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Figure 4: Polling Results Question 5 

Discussion Notes 

 General Discussion 

Chilliwack Agencies’ lack of resources.  

DAID 

Lack of communication and coordination between federal and provincial regulations (e.g., 
MOT spreading invasive species by not following MFLNRO BMPs). 

The number of agencies and stakeholders that need to be involved: Land tenancy (land 
occupancy), MFLNRO (IOD, water management branch), ALC, MOT, First nation group, 
MOE. 

Kent  

The presence of species at risk limits allowable activities and creates a requirement for 
more robust environmental oversight, salvage, and monitoring.  Special protocols are 
developed that can be quite expensive and time consuming.  Time consuming protocols 
can cause problems due do the length of the work window.  The District also has a 
modified work window due to the presence of species at risk.  

The process of obtaining Approvals and the presence of SAR (or fish) or any other 
environmental concerns are linked.  They cannot be separated.  

Producers can be difficult to work with (the ‘right to land and farm’ attitude).  Convincing 
producers that they must follow instructions of the regulatory agencies can be challenging.  
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Key Takeaways:  

• Species at risk is a key emerging issue.   

o There is a lack of resources on processes and requirements when species at risk are present.   

o There is a lack of coordination between agencies.   

o Lack of QEPs that are experts on Species at Risk (or lack of published information on where to 
find them). 

o Conflicting BMPs for different species at risk and/or fish. 

o BMPs for species at risk can be very onerous. 

• Multiple agencies, First Nations, and stakeholders can be involved in environmental permitting 
including:   

o Front Counter BC for land tenancy issues (land occupancy permit) 
o Multiple branches at MFLNRO: 1) Water Sustainably Branch 2) Inspector of Dikes  
o DFO 
o Navigable Waters 
o Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) 
o Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) 
o Local First Nations groups 
o Utilities (BC Hydro, Fortis BC) 

• Government published guidelines would be helpful.  

• In some situations, agencies expect a Qualified Environment Professional (QEP) to be involved.  

2.6 Question 6 
Construction: Which of the following issues has your municipality encountered? (select all that apply) 

1. Funding priorities  

2. Lack of easement/right-of-way 

3. Timing window is limited 

4. Environmental approvals 

5. Lack of clarity around roles and responsibilities (ex: Who is responsible for certain approval 
processes?) 

6. Political issues 

7. Agency coordination  

A summary of results from this poll are shown in Figure 5.  Results are shown as the total number of 
votes received for each voting option.   
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Figure 5: Polling Results Question 6 

Discussion Notes 

 General Discussion 

Abbotsford 

Has a good maintenance plan and has obtained extensions for the in-stream works 
window from agencies.  They have operated form Jul 15 to Sep 30 in the past. 

Starts work in the locations that can be accessed early, and will have the least impact.   

Priorities are set by politicians.  High priority drainage projects many not get funding based 
on political priorities. 

Has completed or are completing ISMPs, and are looking to set rates to fund some of the 
improvements.  The City needs to plan ahead in the next 10 years. 

Chilliwack 

Needs to set priorities and to have council approval.   

Often asks for a 2 week extension from agencies for gravel removals. 

Have approvals to start work by July 15, but water is usually too high to start work. 

Most people accept that climate change is occurring and it is affecting rainfall patterns.   

DAID 

Elections disrupt process.   

Use the real time hydrometric data, and the river forecast centre to forecast the water 
levels and plan drainage works around water levels. 

Had to wait for a disaster, prior to an election, to push for funding from government 
agencies. 

Has a prioritized list of projects, and moves through the list as funding becomes available.   

Has an issue with Emergency Management BC (EMBC).  Projects only qualify for funding 
once a disaster has occurred. Funding is not provided for predicted events.  Also, EMBC 
provides funding to bring infrastructure back to pre-disaster condition but not to upgrade to 
future condition. 
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 General Discussion 

FVRD 

Challenge is that everything is done by service area (drainage improvement area); 
therefore, funding regular maintenance can be an issue.  Small tax base is also 
challenging. 

FVRD is updating the frequency of basin cleaning since the basins are filling up more 
frequently than in the past.  Cleans out basins every 2 years now versus the previous 
practice of 3 to 4 years.   

Kent  
They hired staff to overcome the issues and for the most part things are moving ahead. 
That being said, each year, dependent on the drainage and the proposed work, there may 
be issues with the funding or timing or receiving approvals.  Each year can be slightly 
different based on the project being undertaken.  

Key Takeaways:  

• Political processes (mayor and council priorities) impact funding priorities.  Elections impact timing 
of work.   

• Good practice for dealing with limited timing window: Plan, Prioritize, and Strategize.   
o Examples of real-time hydrometric data collection assisting with planning were provided.   
o A good management plan and a trusting relationship with staff at agencies can lead to getting 

extension in timing windows.  

• Limited funding is available for planning and adaptation.   
o Example: Emergency Management Plan Funding only funds projects after disasters have 

occurred and only funds restoring infrastructure to pre-disaster conditions.   
o Smaller communities have a list of priority projects but cannot implement due to lack of funding.   
o FVRD has to prioritize within each community and cannot shift budgets between communities 

that it manages.   

• There is uncertainty around effects of climate change on IDF data.  Resource included in Section 4. 

2.7 Question 7 
Operations & Maintenance: Which of the following issues has your municipality encountered? (select all 
that apply) 

1. Funding 
2. Lack of easement/right-of-way 
3. Timing window is limited 
4. Environmental approvals 
5. Lack of clarity around roles and responsibilities (ex: who is responsible for cleaning a certain ditch?) 
6. Change in agricultural land use (crops) is affecting operation and maintenance practices 
7. Political 
8. Riparian protection 

A summary of results from this poll are shown in Figure 6.  Results are shown as the total number of 
votes received for each voting option.   
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Figure 6: Polling Results Question 7 

Discussion Notes 

 General Discussion 

Abbotsford 

Maintenance has to occur every year; therefore, approvals are required on a timely basis.  
Construction budgets are normally set, and projects can be delayed if approvals are not 
achieved in time.  

Has a 5-year approval for maintenance and has the right qualified professionals on call. 

Getting municipalities to take on private ditches will likely not happen, because of funding 
constraints.   

Chilliwack 

Does not currently have a long term approval for gravel removal, but MFLNRO has pushed 
for Chilliwack to obtain one. 

Has to jump though many hurdles to get a multi-year approval, which may put it out of the 
reach of smaller municipalities. 

DAID Submits the paper work for funding every three years. 

Key Takeaways:  

• Environmental approvals are a higher priority issues for operation and maintenance than for 
construction.  Delay in construction may be less consequential.   

• A challenge with obtaining environmental approvals is response time of agencies. 

• Local governments stated that the following improve communication and coordination with agencies:  

o Lining up the right QEP; 
o 5-year approvals; and 
o Building trust through having long standing relationships and dedicated staff. 
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2.8 Question 8 
Which of the following opportunities are you interested in pursuing? (select all that apply) 

1. Being involved with MFLNRO to improve guidelines, simplify process, improve process, etc.   
2. Cross-municipality resource sharing 
3. Education and outreach campaign to producers 
4. Ecosystem services initiative 
5. Explore potential opportunities for mitigating impacts of land use changes on ALR, and/or land use on ALR 
6. Alternative funding mechanisms for drainage activities.  
7. No approval requirements, increased reliance on QEPs 
8. Environmental farm planning 

A summary of results from this poll are shown in Figure 7.  Results are shown as the total number of 
votes received for each voting option.   

 
Figure 7: Polling Results Question 8 

1. Environmental Farm Planning 1 - - - - 1 

Discussion Notes 

Below are some of the discussion notes:  

• Langley has initiated a program (endorsed by the agriculture council) that reimburses farmers to 
improve riparian areas.  Courtney also has a similar program.   

• Some of the attendees believed that there will be an increased use of QEPs. 

• Municipalities could encourage producers to develop Environmental Farm Plans (EFPs). 

• Some amount of enforcement is needed to keep producers’ attention.  

• There should be a special funding for those municipalities faced with extra requirements, due to 
presence of SAR, that are over and above the costs incurred during regular maintenance.  
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3. Stakeholder Workshop Feedback Summary 
This summarizes the feedback received from participants at the Stakeholder Workshop, held on 
October 11.  Participants included eight local government representatives and three Ministry of 
Agriculture staff.   

Question 1: Did you find this workshop useful? (out of 9) 

Yes No 
9 0 

Question 2: What aspects did you find most useful? 

• Hearing the opinions/challenges/methods faced by other local governments (6) 
• Discussion on topics that are new to me (1) 
• The meeting format (1) 
• No comment (1) 

Question 3: How could the workshop have been improved? 

• Timing; some discussion went on too long (2) 

• Don’t need voting buttons (1) 

• Was MoTI invited?  MoTI is responsible for drainage in Environmental Assessment, so their input 
may have been useful (1) 

• No comment (5) 

Question 4: Do you feel you have a better understanding of how other jurisdictions in the FVRD 
experience: (out of 9) 

 Yes No 
Drainage management process 7 2 
Drainage management challenges 9 0 
Drainage management opportunities 8 1 

Question 5: Are there any challenges or opportunities that were not discussed? 

• More discussion on SARA (1) 
• Numerous, but time was limited (1) 
• No comment (7) 

Question 6: What additional topics related to drainage management would you like to 
discuss further? 

• Elimination of approval requirement (1) 
• How to best engage MFLNRO and DFO (1) 
• Climate change projections and funding (1) 
• Species at Risk in drainage/ditches, clean up maintenance (1) 
• No comment (5) 
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Question 7: Would you be interested in meeting with FVRD member municipalities again to 
discuss drainage management issues?  (Out of 9) 

Yes No 
9 0 

Frequency:  

• Every 3-4 months (1) 
• Semi-annually or annually (2) 
• Annually (2) *timed around UBCM/Fisheries window completion 
• Every 1-2 years (1) 
• If available (1) 
• No comment (2) 

4. Additional Resources for Municipalities 
Computerized Tool for the Development of Intensity-Duration-Frequency Curves under Climate Change 
https://www.idf-cc-uwo.ca/default.aspx 

BC Agriculture & Climate Change Regional Adaptation Strategies – Fraser Valley 
http://www.bcagclimateaction.ca/wp/wp-content/media/RegionalStrategies-FraserValley.pdf 

https://www.idf-cc-uwo.ca/default.aspx
http://www.bcagclimateaction.ca/wp/wp-content/media/RegionalStrategies-FraserValley.pdf
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Workshop 2 Proceedings 
 
RE: Enhanced Collaboration for Agricultural Drainage and Ditch Management 

Stakeholder Workshop  
 

1. Background 
Representatives (producers/farmers) from various sectors of the agriculture industry in the Fraser Valley 
as well as region Drainage Authorities were invited to attend a workshop on Nov 4, 2016.  Attendees 
included nine producers (dairy, berry, greenhouse, and poultry producers), five local government 
representatives and nine provincial government representatives (Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of 
Transportation and Infrastructure).   

The 3-hour workshop involved activities and small group discussions focused on environmental permitting 
challenges faced by producers in the region.  Central to the discussion was a draft roadmap outlining 
current requirements to contact, notify, and obtains reviews and approvals from agencies (provincial and 
federal) prior to addressing drainage issues in and around agricultural waterways.  The roadmap was 
examined by workshop participants under two drainage management scenarios.  The goals of the 
roadmap based activities were to make various stakeholders (in agricultural drainage management) 
aware of the current state of environmental permitting in the Fraser Valley and to build a shared 
understanding of the issues amongst the workshop participants.  Subsequent workshop discussions 
identified potential challenges with the current situation and opportunities for improvement.  The 
workshop concluded with identifying potential strategies for improving drainage management in 
the region. 

The workshop objectives, agenda, activities, record of discussion, and findings are summarized below.  

1.1 Workshop Objectives 
The objectives of this workshop were to: 

• Introduce the Enhanced Collaboration for Agricultural Drainage and Ditch Management Project; 

• Navigate the current environmental approval process for one of two scenarios;  

• Create a shared understanding of agricultural drainage and ditch management processes and 
challenges; and 

• Collectively develop a strategy for improving the environmental approval process for producers.  
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1.2 Agenda 
Items Time 

1.  Workshop Agenda & Introductions 
• Workshop Agenda & Objectives 
• Participant Introductions  

o Name, community, position/farm type; 
o What one item would you like to take away from this workshop today? 

9:00 – 9:30 

2.  Roadmap Activity  
Participants form into small mixed-groups. Each group walks through the steps laid out in 
the draft Drainage Management Roadmap for their given drainage management scenario.   

9:30-10:15 

3.  Roadmap Discussion 
Small groups participate in a facilitated discussion on the challenges experienced during the 
Roadmap Activity. 

10:15-10:45 

 BREAK 10:45-11:00 
4.  Management Options  
4.1 Group Discussion 

Group participates in a facilitated discussion on options to aid producers in navigate the 
drainage approval process 

11:00-11:20 

4.2 Group Activity – Voting 
Participants vote on their preferred course of action for future drainage management 
administration, and provide comments on their concerns and interests. 

11:20-11:35 

4.3 Facilitator Report Out 11:35-11:45 
5.  Wrap-Up  

• Workshop Evaluation Form 11:45- 12:00 

1.3 Attendees 
The following attendees participated in the workshop.  

Producer Representatives  

• Jason Smith, BC Blueberry Council, Berry Producer in Matsqui Prairie (Abbotsford)  
• Holger Schwichtenberg, BC Dairy Association and Mainland Milk Producers, Dairy Producer, Kent 
• Allen James, BC Poultry Association 
• Case Guliker, Tri-R Cranberries, Chilliwack  
• Johny Guliker, Blueberry Producer, Kent 
• Duane Post, Councillor/ Agassiz-Harrison Mills Drainage Committee, Dairy Producer, Kent 
• Dave Dyck. Odessa Farm-Dairy Producer, Chilliwack 
• Ted Dejong, Rosegate Farm-Dairy Producer, Abbotsford 
• John Kerkoeven, Chairman of Dyking & Drainage Committee, Nicomen Farm Dairy & Green House 

Producer,  Nicomen Island  
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Local and Regional Government Representatives  

• Pardeep Agnihotri, City of Abbotsford 
• Bruce Edwards, Operations Manager & Engineering Consultant,  Dewdney Area Improvement District 
• Matthew Connolly, Environmental and Engineering Service Coordinator, District of Kent 
• Kyle St. Amour, Project Manager Engineering/Drainage, City of Chilliwack 
• Allison Neill (in place of Sterling Chan),  On behalf of Engineering and Infrastructure,  Fraser Valley 

Regional District 

Provincial Government Representatives (MOA & MOTI) 

• Les Guilberg, MOTI/ Area Manager/Roads/Abbotsford/Chilliwack  
• Kylee O’Dell MOTI/Lower Mainland Operations Coquitlam/Area Development and Operations 

Technician 
• Stephanie Tam, Water Management Engineer, Ministry of Agriculture  
• Kim Sutherland, Regional Agrologist Fraser Valley East, Ministry of Agriculture 
• David Trotter, Agroforestry Specialist (Riparian Specialists), Ministry of Agriculture 
• Susan Smith, Industry Specialist, Field Vegetables and Organics, Ministry of Agriculture  
• Tom Droppo, Industry Specialist, Dairy and Pork, Ministry of Agriculture  
• Carolyn Teasdale, Industry Specialist, Berry, Ministry of Agriculture  
• Ted van der Gulik, Partnership of Water Sustainability, Former Ministry of Agriculture. 

The workshop was hosted and facilitated by: 

• Michelle Revesz, Sara Pour and Robin Latimer – Kerr Wood Leidal;  
• Samantha Charlton and Emily MacNair – BC Agriculture & Food Climate Action Initiative; and 
• Pat Brisbin - Charcoal Creek Projects. 

2. The Roadmap  
The roadmap shown in Figure 1 was developed for the stakeholder workshop to capture the current 
environmental approval process required for agricultural drainage and ditch management.  The questions 
that helped shaped the roadmap include:  

• Do producers need to contact agencies prior to conducting maintenance in and around 
drainage ditches?  

• What type of work requires agency contact?  

• Which agencies need to be contacted?  

• Which situations require approvals versus notifications?  

• Which situations require project review from DFO?  

• How have the roles of DFO and the Province (MOE and MFLNRO) changed in recent time?  

The roadmap was developed through:  

• Contacting staff at DFO and MFLNRO and interviewing them about the latest processes. 

• Reviewing relevant government legislation (i.e. the Water Sustainability Act and the Fisheries Act)  
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• Reviewing resources available through government websites.  

o Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Request for Project Review :  http://www.dfo-
mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html 

o The Province (FrontCounter BC) Apply for Change Approval or Submit Notification of Instream 
Work:  http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-
rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-
work 

• Verifying the process (the roadmap) through discussions with practitioners (i.e. qualified 
environmental professionals, engineers, and local government staff) who had recently worked on 
relevant projects in the region (i.e. McCallum Ditch Drainage Improvements, 2016).  

It should be noted that the roadmap is neither reviewed nor endorsed by the MFLNRO or DFO.  The road 
map provides a snapshot of the project team’s understanding of the current processes and is for 
discussion purposes only.  
 

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
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         Figure 1: Environmental Approval Roadmap for Ditch and Drainage Maintenance 
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3. The Roadmap Activity  
The goals of the roadmap activity were:  

• To familiarize the attendees with the roadmap;  

• To obtain feedback from the attendees on the accuracy of the roadmap. To understand how the road 
map relates to producers’ and local governments’ experiences interacting with agencies;  

• To identify common issues and bottle necks in the process; and   

• To identify opportunities for improvements.  

The room was divided into five groups of 5-6 individuals.  Each group included producers, local 
government representatives, provincial government staff, and a project team member who help to 
facilitate the discussion.  Each group was provided with: 

• a roadmap; 
• one of the two drainage management scenarios described below; and  
• a facilitator’s guide.  

Each group was asked to navigate the environmental permitting requirements for their given scenario.  
The small group discussions were followed by two subsequent facilitated conversations to discuss 
findings, experiences, and to discuss potential improvements to the current system. 

3.1 Scenarios 
To guide participants thought the roadmap activity, two scenarios were developed.  The scenarios were 
loosely based on the District of Kent (District) McCallum Ditch Case Study, and the City of Chilliwack 
Greendale Case Study to allow participants to relate the roadmap activity to a local situation.  A brief 
overview of the case studies and related scenarios are discussed further below.  

Scenario 1- Ditch Maintenance  

Scenario 1 was based on the District of Kent (District) McCallum Ditch Case Study.  The case study 
examined the challenges of managing agricultural ditches for multiple objectives (environmental, 
agricultural, and municipal) and the issues faced by producers.  In addition to competing objectives, 
constraints include: high groundwater table and soil conditions; limited downstream channel and pump 
station capacities; and presence of fish and species at risk (Salish Sucker and Oregon Spotted Frog), 
further exasperated maintenance works at McCallum Ditch.  

Due to the many objectives and constraints, drainage works on McCallum ditch had been intermittently 
stalled between 2009 and 2015.  Due to the lack of regular ditch maintenance the conveyance capacity of 
the ditch was reducing, which negatively impacted producers (e.g., high water level in ditches; stagnant 
and warm ditch water in the summer; and flooding of property during normal winter storms).  Substantial 
channel improvements were completed in 2016 following the signing of a memorandum of understanding 
by the producers, the District, and the Province.  Some of the key lessons learned from this case 
study were:  

• The approval process for species at risk can be more complicated.  
• New species may be uncovered or become more critical over the course of a project.  
• BMPs can change and/or may not be available especially for emerging issues.   
• Communicate early and often with approval agencies. 
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Scenario 1, as presented to the workshop participants is indicated the figure below.   

 
Figure 2: Scenario 1 - Ditch Maintenance 

Scenario 2- Culvert Replacement   

Scenario 2 is based on the City of Chilliwack Greendale Case Study. The case study examines the 
impact of an extreme flood event on producers and the process of upgrading drainage infrastructure (by 
local government) after the flood event.  After the flood event, the City of Chilliwack initiated a study to 
determine the root cause of the flooding.  Based on the recommendations of the study, the City has 
undertaken (or is planning to undertake) a number of programs, including: pump station upgrades, a 
culvert replacement program, and construction of flow diversions and new channels.   

The majority of the City’s culverts are located on private property and/or private rights-of-way. The City is 
currently working closely with producers to upgrade the culverts on agricultural lands/rights-of-ways.   
Since private culverts can be create bottle necks in a drainage system, it is important to have a clear 
process for completion of culvert upgrades.  Scenario 2 examines the approval process for culvert 
upgrades.   
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Scenario 2, as presented to the workshop participants is indicated the figure below.   

   

 

Figure 3: Scenario 2 - Culvert Replacement 
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Image 1 and Image 2: Small group discussions during roadmap activity. 
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4. Road Map Discussions 
Following the road map activity, the small groups were combined to form two larger groups, with each 
group representing one of the two scenarios: Scenario 1- Ditch Maintenance (and species at risk); 
Scenario 2-Culvert Replacement.  Facilitators led the groups in discussions guided by the 
following questions:  

• What challenges did you experience when walking through the roadmap in the previous exercise (e.g. 
did not have all information, definitions were not clear) 

• Does the roadmap reflect the actual process you experience?  How would you change it to be 
more accurate? 

• What about the existing regulatory process (e.g., personable ministry staff)? 

• What are the major challenges you encountered (in the activity, or in real life)? 

• How do you deal with these challenges?  

• What do you think needs to change? 

 
Image 3: Small group discussions during roadmap activity. 
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4.1 Discussion Summary 
After the larger group discussions were completed, the facilitators summarized the group discussion to 
the entire group.  A summary of the discussions are presented below.  

What challenges did you experience when working through the roadmap activity?  

• Road blocks in the process were early and substantial.  The process involved a Qualified 
Environmental Professional (QEP) early and often.  The cost of hiring a QEP was perceived as 
a barrier.  

• Lead time required for processes are too long.  Producers do not plan that far in advance.  

• The process is complex and not everyone has the same experience/information on a similar issue.  

• Regulatory changes.  Participants became aware of them during the workshop and/or noticed that 
their existing knowledge is out of date.  

o Constant changes to the process make it very difficult for producers.  
o No resources/personnel to explain changes.  

Does the roadmap reflect the actual process you experience?  How would you change it to be 
more accurate?  

• There were some questions regarding the agency contact requirements.  The questions were: 

o Will MFLNRO inform DFO? 
o Is the actual process simpler than the roadmap?     
o Do applicants need to contact each agency separately? 

• Most producers in the groups did not have much experience with the environmental approval 
process. 

• Experienced workshop attendees indicated that ‘practically everything is qualified as a stream’ while 
the roadmap implies that there are distinctions between various waterways.  

• It was felt that the processes may be simpler in most/standard cases and the roadmap does not 
reflect this.  

• The roadmap does not address the Species at Risk Act (SARA) directly.  

• Workshop attendees expressed that based on the Roadmap, the general expectation is that 
producers need to hire QEP.  

o Some producers that have experience with the approval process indicated that the cost depends 
on the required work, but as an example a culvert could cost between $4k - $10k.  

Based on your experience, what are the major challenges with the existing regulatory process?  

• It is challenging to find pragmatic qualified professionals with local knowledge as well as knowledge 
of specific hot issues (i.e., species at risk). The problem could be lack of qualified professionals that fit 
all the producers’ criteria or lack of accessibility to these individuals.    
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• The simplified approach to farm drainage management captured in the Environmental Farm Plan 
(EFP) Drainage Management Guide has been forgotten (many regulators are no longer aware of it).  
Even though agencies (DFO and the Province) endorsed the simplified approach in 2005, they have 
not taken any steps to implement it.  Since the publication of the Drainage Management Guide the 
Fisheries Act has been updated and the Water Act has been replaced with the Water 
Sustainability Act.  

• Issues (i.e.; species at risk) are not going away.  

• Producers are not generally aware of processes unless they live in area where drainage management 
has been an issue in the past (i.e., species at risk) or until it is too late (after work is completed).  
Farmers will not go to websites unless they are already involved and aware. 

• “Serious Harm to Fish” has not been legally defined (defended).  

• Fish windows for work make the processes even more challenging (‘Why isn’t there an app?’)  

Based on your experience what other challenges do you face regarding the state of drainage 
management?  

• Drainage is a network.  Addressing drainage issues at one location does not necessarily improve 
farm drainage if there are significant issues in other areas of the network.   

How do you deal with your challenges with the approval process and drainage management? 

• Hire a professional (Qualified Environmental Professional, QEP). 
• Contact municipality.  Some municipalities have fish data.  
• IMAP – government mapping site (online).  
• FISS – fisheries info summary system (online).  
• Complete work on the drainage system only as it is required. 

What about the existing regulatory process?  What are some good practices and approaches for 
succeeding in the current system?  

• Municipalities are very important and can be a great help.  

• The approval process seems simpler for larger municipalities that have dedicated resources. 

• Have contacts in government and regulatory agencies and maintain them. They can be a great asset. 
The challenges are: 1) lack of adequate staff in agencies to respond to requests and 2) staff turnover.  

• The right referral is very important.  Talk to the right person. 

• Documentation is necessary throughout.  Have a paper trail (e.g., emails, phone conversation). 

• There is a possibility of long term agreements with agencies on processes:  

o Long term agreements make planning ahead easier.  
o Currently, 5-year agreements are only being offered to municipalities.   

• It is perceived that areas that have diking and drainage committees have more resources, or shared 
knowledge; therefore have less issues with approvals and drainage management.  

• Emergency works get done faster but still would like to have them completed quicker.   
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What are some potential solutions for dealing with identified challenges?  

• Have a process and follow it (instead of a giant pile of paper).   

o Reduce grey areas.  Streamline process.  

• Identify and clarify the environmental approval rules and responsibilities, from a farm level to a 
regional management level.  

• Have a local coordinator that can help with routine practices and emerging issues.    

o One option is to leverage the environmental farm plan (EFP) program and coordinators. 
Advantages of the EFP are: 1) It is already an established program with funding 2) It is an 
ongoing program.  

• Producers/communities need an advocate/champion.  

o Producer based organizations can help get things done.  
o Have a booth at the Pacific Agricultural Show. 

• Ditch cleaning can happen while species are present.  Maintenance and species are not mutually 
exclusive objectives.  The producers would like the process (how to) to be clear.  Trust between 
agencies and producers is a required before the processes can be simplified.   

• A perceived challenge is that farmers are too busy, but farmers will make time for important issues.  
Drainage is an important issue.  

• Create a list of pre-qualified QEP that have local knowledge. 

• Regulators/government should create an overall plan that:  

o Integrates and considers all management objectives.  
o Defines roles and responsibilities.  
o Is communicated to farmers; and  
o Involves all stakeholders.  

• Create a Roadmap Tool – web based or app based, which:  

o Streamlines process.  

o Takes producers through the process step by step.  

o Answers questions – usefulness depends on the scope of problem.  

o Provides a straight forward answer that can be implemented (producers do not want to have to 
interpret the answer (i.e., grey area.)) 

o Linked to resources.  

o Should be accompanied by an on the ground presence and resources (i.e.; community champion 
and/or resources at the Ministry of Agriculture).   

o Different demographics use different tools. 

• Leverage municipalities’ organizational structure and knowledge. 
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5. Management Options Discussions and Voting    
Following the roadmap discussions, group worked together to:  

• Identify and discuss options for addressing priority issues (identified during the roadmap activity);  

• Build consensus around a few management options (to improve drainage management in the 
FVRD); and 

• Vote on the top few options (identified by the room) in order to capture the attendees preference on 
how to move forward with drainage management.  The outcome of the voting forms the foundation of 
the recommendations for the project.   

5.1 Management Options  
During the roadmap discussions, options for enhancing communication and collaboration for agricultural 
drainage management were identified.  The options identified included: 

• Streamline and clarify current approval process (e.g., app); 
• Establish a field agent/local coordinator to help producers with drainage management; 
• Regulators/government should create an overall plan; 
• Develop a list of pre-qualified Qualified Environmental Professionals (QEP’s); and 
• Increase resources to communities (e.g., Drainage committees, agricultural committees).  
In addition to the management options identified by the workshop participants, the project team identified 
additional options based on background research completed prior to the workshop.  The management 
options identified by the project team were:    

• Continue with current processes (base case , required for comparison of options)   
• Conduct drainage works without approvals; and  
• Petition agencies to adopt a simplified method for producers (EFP Drainage Management Guide example),  
All of the above options were discussed with the group. Questions regarding options to prompt 
conversations included:   

• What are your concerns with this option? 
• What do you like about this option? 
• What questions do you have? 
Based on the management options discussion, consensus was reached on five options. The options included:   

1. Establish a field agent as a resource 

Lack of on-the ground personnel has been identified as an issue throughout the project and during 
the workshop.  Producers believe that they would benefit from access to human resources who have 
presence in the communities, local knowledge, and familiarity with environmental regulations. 
Potential functions of a field agent could include: guiding producers through the permitting process for 
routine work, manage communication due to emerging issues and during emergency situations, and 
building trust between agencies and producers.  
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2. Streamlining/Clarifying existing process (online roadmap), 

The existing process is vague and has many grey areas.  Producers are asking for a clear, 
streamlined approval processes.  An example could be to have the roadmap endorsed by the 
approval agencies, and then develop an online interactive tool.  The tool could pose a number of 
sequential questions to applicant and would move the applicants through the road map based on their 
answers. 

3. Update drainage management guide (Re-classification of streams and use EFP resources) 

The existing process requires producers to engage with agencies for almost all drainage works. The 
drainage management guide can be updated so that there is a subset of routine drainage works that 
producers can complete without needing to contact agencies. Updating the drainage management 
guide would require involvement and endorsement of DFO and MFLNRO.  

4. Improving resources to accessing QEP 

The current regulatory processes rely on QEPs.  Producers stated that it is challenging to find 
pragmatic qualified professionals with local knowledge as well as knowledge of specific hot issues 
(i.e., species at risk).  This issue could be attributed to lack of qualified professionals that fit all the 
producers’ criteria or to lack of accessibility to these individuals.  Investing in QEP training, creating a 
list of pre-qualified QEPs, and increasing access to QEPs could address this issue.  

5. Increase resources for committees 

There are a number of existing drainage and agricultural committees in the FVRD.  More resource 
could be available to these committees so that they can act as community champion and advocates. 

During the workshop, there was a discussion about short term versus long term solutions.  Long-term 
solutions will involve more political will and action.  The above management options discussed 
primarily address operational issues and fall under short term solutions.  

Management Options Voting Activity 
After gaining consensus on five options, workshop attendees were given an opportunity to vote on the 
management option that they would like to see implemented.  In addition, to the five management options 
the existing system was also included for voting. 

Each attendee was provided with five (5) votes, and was asked to vote on the management options that 
they would like to have implemented.  The participants could allocate any number of votes (up to 5) to 
each option (e.g.: all 5 votes to one option OR 3 votes for option A and 2 votes for option B OR any other 
permutation).  The producers’ votes were distinguished from the remainder of the attendees to ensure 
that the producers’ preferred options were clear.  The results of the voting are presented in the 
following table.   
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Table 5-1: Summary of Voting Results 

 

# of votes 
(local, regional and 

provincial government 
&Ted Van der Gulik) 

# of votes (Producers) 

Establish a field agent as a resource 14 15 
Streamlining/Clarifying existing process 13 9 
Update drainage management guide 

Re-classification of streams 
Use EFP resources 

12 15 

Improving resources to accessing QEP   
Increase resources for committees 1 3 
Business as usual   
Total 40 (8 people) 52 (9-10 people) 

 

 
Image 4: Workshop attendees voting for management options. 

Based on the voting results, the top three management options were:  

1. Establish a field agent as a resource; 
2. Updated the EFP Drainage Management Guide; and 
3. Streamline/Clarify existing processes. 
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Image 5: Board showing the process of management options voting activity. 

6. Additional Resources for Road Map Activity  
During the workshop a number of resources were referred to.  Links to the reference material are 
provided below.  

• Water Sustainability Act: https://engage.gov.bc.ca/watersustainabilityact/ 

• Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Request for Project Review:  http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-
ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html 

• The Province (FrontCounter BC) Apply for Change Approval or Submit Notification of Instream Work:  
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-
licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work  

• BC Drainage Management Guide: http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/agriculture-
seafood/agricultural-land-and-environment/water/drainage/drainage-management-guide 

  

https://engage.gov.bc.ca/watersustainabilityact/
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/reviews-revues/index-eng.html
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/air-land-water/water/water-licensing-rights/water-licences-approvals/apply-for-a-change-approval-or-submit-notification-of-instream-work
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/agriculture-seafood/agricultural-land-and-environment/water/drainage/drainage-management-guide
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/agriculture-seafood/agricultural-land-and-environment/water/drainage/drainage-management-guide
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7. Workshop Evaluation – Summary 
Each workshop participant was asked to fill out a workshop evaluation form.  20 of the 23 participants 
provided responses.  A summary of the responses is provided below.  

Please share your comments in the following section:  

1. Did you find this workshop useful?   

2. What aspects of the workshop did you find most useful? 

• SARA Discussion 
• Good cross-section of stakeholders 
• Information from Ted Van der Gulik. 

regarding QEP program drainage 
manual as a resource 

• Scenario discussions 
• Visual roadmap of approved process 
• Case study on working through 

process 

• Discussion on the complex current 
process of ditch maintenance 

• Involvement of multiple agencies & 
groups to better understand the 
issues 

• Facilitators keep the conversations on 
track 

3. How could the workshop have been improved?  

• Have DFO & MFLNRO attend 
• More time to go through given 

scenarios 
• Focus waivered away from producers 

to include municipalities that are more 
resourceful 

• It would have been helpful to have 
info from producers’ experience with 
the government process 

• Less distracting cross chatter. More 
spaces between groups. 

• Point form layout for group leaders 
and a prescribed time line 

• The report backs during the plenary 
session on the discussion findings 
from groups 1&2 dragged, a bit un-
focused & un-energized 

4. Do you feel that you have a better understanding of the drainage 
approval process? 

 

5. Do you feel the workshop provided you a meaningful opportunity to share your thoughts or 
concerns on challenges with the drainage approval process?  

 

6. Do you feel the workshop provided you a meaningful opportunity to share input on strategies 
or resources to help you better navigate drainage management in 
the future?  

 

Yes 18  No 2 

Yes 18  No 2 

Yes 18  No 2 

Yes 19  No  
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7. Are there any additional resources you feel would help you navigate drainage 
management issues?   

• More staff at MFLNRO & DFO 
• User friendly online resources 
• App to navigate through the process 

to help producers decide on answers 
to flowchart questions 

• Updated drainage management guide 
to share with producers to improve 
knowledge of the process 

• Positions & names of contact people 
in municipalities, province who are 
informed of approval process 

• Find a neutral DFO/MFLNRO person 
to include in conversation 

• Drainage guides to be converted to 
something that is not static document 
and easily updated 

• Presentations from DFO & MFLNRO 
• Provincial government has a bigger 

role to play than they are doing 
• Need more face to face contact with 

DFO & MFLNRO and faster response 

8. What additional topics related to drainage management would you like to discuss further? 

• SARA and how it affects the approval 
process 

• The lack of connection between crop 
vulnerability and time required to 
circumvent regulations imposed by a 
multitude of special interests 

• What MFLNRO & DFO want – the 
right process so farmers spend less 
money & grow more food 

• There has to be producer buy in to 
the environmental movement, but on 
producers’ terms 

• Species at risk, BMPs for doing any 
work in streams 

• How to streamline the process 

9. Additional Comments: 

• DFO is currently changing 
• Need better agency representation 
• Point person at MFLNRO & DFO 

would be good 

• Generally well organized, format and 
process for participating is good. 
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